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ABSTRACT 
Th~ problem considered in this thesis is that of finding 
the probability distribution of waiting times in a queueing 
• system c1onsisting of: 1) a single server; 2) interarrival 
. times are independent random variables each having the exponen-
tial distribution; and 3) service times are independent random 
variables having either the Erlang or uniform distribution. 
The solution consists of two parts: first. the Laplace 
' transform of the waiting time distribution is found for the 
(j' 
I 
cases .ent1merated in. (3); and second, a· numerical method proposed 
by B~llman is utilized to find an approximation of the inverse 
of the Laplace transform. This approxfmation is of ;course an 
approximatiqn of the desired waiting time distribution. 
CHAPTER 1 - INTRODUCTION ! 
pract.ical problems to.which queueing theory is ap-
·.p]ied·d:esc.ribe systems involving waiting time, that is, t.he 
which passes before service is .availableo In 
such sy:stems the waiting time is the main factor determining 
the quality of serviceo Several examples of waiting systems 
are: 
1) .. in-process· inventory where parts await service at the 
• next operation; 
2) ingots which arrive at the soaking pits and must wait 
to be loaded; 
3) Erlang's classic problemof telephone trunk line traf-
fic where calls must wait for an available lineo 
In s,ystems with wait,ing, generally a cost, such as a hold- \ 
ing or s.torage cost, is associat.ed with the delayo To ·help 
control such costs it is advantageous to have knowledge of the 
waiting :time d.istribution for. a given situatione Such knowl .... 
edge would allow one to ascertain the probable waiting time 
and, therefore, help to estimate the cost of waiting. 
This· thesis studies the single-server system with waiting : 
given a simple arrival stream (Poisson with parameter A) and 
ar·bitrary service time distributionso This system is of prac-· 
I 
ti cal interest because of. its frequent occurrenceG . Hence, the 





the determination of.the waiting time for an appro-
priate situationo. 
• ' , I ' 
The study fifst derives the expression for the waiting time 
function for an arbitrary service time distribution, 
iri te~ms of a Laplace transform. The particular service 
studied are: 1) ,uniform distribution; and 2) Erlang dis-
tribution with k = 1 (exponential)s 2~3, .•. oo (constant). The 
Laplace transform, with the appropriate service distribution 
inse'rted, is inverted by Bellman 1 s method of numerical inver-
,, 
. 
·· s io n W h j c h y i e ld s f i f tee n d i s c re t e po i n ts o n th e w a i ti n g t i me 
,dens'ity function •. ·,These points are plotted, and an exponential 
' . i . 
' -
curve fitting procedure is applied to find an approximate con-
' . 
tinuous ~olution. For a given service time distribution fam-. 
ilies of.curves are produced by varying the parameter of that 
particular distributione 
Thus, this thesis provides a reference for waiting time 
density function~ for single-server systems with waiting, 





CHAPTER 2 - DERIVATION OF THE MODEL 
.20 1 Inp1 ut Stream 
The arrival stream studied was a Poisson process; that 
i is, the ,]probability, say Pk(t), that the're should be exactly 
' C· 
k arrivans in an interval of length tis 
( : 
P' ( t) k . (2ol) 
The Poisson process arises quite naturally and has been well 
studied and analyzed. For detailed discussion of assumptions 
and proof of (2.1) see references [4], [8]. 
2e2 Service Time Distributions 
The four service time distributions studied were: 
l) exponential,. 2) Erlang, 3) constant, and 4) ul'liform. These 
distribut.ions were chosen because of their wide application. 
To find the waiting time density function for each of the. 
service time distributions it will.·be necessary to find the 
Laplace transform of each service time distribution. The work 
is simplified by the fact that the Erlang distribution provides 
I • 
. a family of service time distributions which range a11 · the way .. 
the ''pure random 11 exponential type to the completely regu-
constant service time situation [8]. 




(k-1)! 9 X > 0 
0 





k ,= 1 9 2 ~ 3 ' 0 0 • 
The Laplace transform of H0 is 
·r 
l(H 1 ) 
.. The expectation and variance of the Erlang dis-
tribution are 
E(x) = 1/µ Var(x) = l/(kµ2) 
Fork= ls the Erlang distribution is simply the exponential 
d i s tr i bu ti on e As k + 00 , Var ( x ) ...,.. 0 , so that the Er 1 an g a 1 so 
' I 






i 2.2o2 Uniform Distributio)n 
I 
The unif6rm distribution over the interval (O,h) · 










Laplace transform of H0 is 
1 ·c·.1--ecash) Sh 
Density,Function 
following assumptions are made in deriving the waiting 
de n s i ty .·· f u n c t i o n : 
i) the customers are served on a first-come first-
served basis, 
-)" 
ii.) the e,ustomer stream is Poisson with parameter 1t, 
iii) the distribution of the service t1me 9 denoted by 
H(x), is arbitrary: 
· H(x) = Probabili.ty (service time < x), 
iv) there is one server who is able on complet.ing serv-
. ice of one customer to proceed immed.iately to the 
· Let n(t) be the time th~t a customer w~its to begin serv-
ice if he arrives at time to The general form of the process 
• is given in;Figure 1 Q The process jumps at the customers a 
arrival times; after each jump its value decreases linearly 
. 
. 
·. with slope .... 1 until it jumps again or reaches zero; after van-
ishing, it remains zero until arrival of the ·next customer. 
The decrease in the process·.;s·due to the fact that with in-
,-.,..,.,, 
creasing time the duration of the service performed increases 
-6-
while·that of the remaining service decreaseso 
Under the assumptions made, n(t) ·;s a Markov process= 
-The numbe.r of customers arrivin.g between t and t+s does not C '. i 
depend on the number of.customers arriving prior tote · The 
-
·. value of n(t+sJ is determined by three factors: 1) n(t); 
2) the number of customers arriving in the time interval 
(t, t+s); ar·nd 3) the service time for these new customerso 
These three factors are not influenced by the values of n(t) 
! 
at i n s t a1 n ts pre c e di n g t " Further , to comp 1 e t.e 1 y def i n e t·h e 
process,1 it is assumed that n(O) = Oo This is equivalent,; to • I ! 
' h 
. a.greeing that the serving process begins at t = Oo 
' 
':·let P .. 0-(t) be the·probability that at time t there are no 
customers in the .system, that is, n(t) ~ 0, and 1.et P1(t,x.) be 
' 
the probability.that at time t there is at least one customer 
in the system and 
.n ( t) < X 
-
Furthermore, let p1(t,x) be the probability density function of 
P1 (t,x). Then 
Po(t+h) = Po(.t).(1-Ah) + P1(t,h).h + o(h) 
' 
.:from which it follows that 











. p1(:t+h,x) = p1(.t,x+h).(1-Ah) + Ah J p1(t~z+h).H 0 (x-z)dz 
0 
which it is possible 'to deduce that 
= -- = .... ax 




lim P1(t,x) = p1(x}, ;t+oo 
and that 
ap1 . dpo· 
at· = o, ~dt:a- = 0 
i 
I 
On the basis of these assumptions it follows from equation 
1· 
(2e4) that 




( 2 & 5 ) t h a t- -. · 
X 
~ P 1 ( x) + A f p 1 ( z J . H 1 ( x - z ) dz + A PO H ' ( x ) = o 0 




= input stream patamet.er, 
Po = probability ~hat there are no customers in the 
,_: -.-:., 
system, 
L(H 1 ) = Laplace transform of arbitrary service time 
density functiono ' i 
' 
. i . 
Thus$ equation (2.6) represents the waiting time density 
' 
function for the steady state in terms of a Laplace transform. 
Substituting specific service time distributions for 
l(H 0 ) yields the following: 
Remembering equation (2.2), the waiting time den-
sity function for Erlang service is 
-9-
pro b 1a b i 11 :t y de n s i ty f u n c ti o n i t i s tr u e th a t 
' if . 
'1 






Observe that the steady state does not exist unless 
µ > i\. 
·-
and also because of the density function characteristic of p1 
AP · 
Po+µ-~= l 
transform cannot be us e·d to derive a s i m-
expression.for the constant service time ·distribu-
... tion· be1cause H(x) becomes .a step function [ 8 ]e The constant ' 
. d i s tr i b µ ti o n · i s , th e ref ore , i mp 1 em en t e d comp u ta ti o n a. 11 y 8 Th i s 
discussed in.detail in Chapter 4o 
2oSo2 Uniform Distribution 
.Recalling equation (2o3), the waiting time density 






i\ PO [sh - 1 +e =sh] 
-
-






Taking the limit as before, equation (2e9) yiel·ds 
1;m tfp 1) = 
·.S+O' ' 




P0 :; 1 - .}t1- ·. 
-11-
(2~ 10) 
information needed for the'waiting time 








Figure ] Behavior of the Serving Process 
.... 13-
FOR-THE WAITING TIME 
FUNCTION· 
of the Laplace Transform 
transform can be 
only in special cases. In most cases, how-
-are not expressible in terms of elementary 
For some of these cases, a numerical method of in-
been proposed by Bellman [l]o 
Difficulties 
The elementary properties of the Laplace transform 
a re · wel 1 known a.nd -documented [ 1 ] , [ 1 O]. The numeri ca 1 pro-
cedures, however, may be unstable. The cause of this instab11-
is the fact that two functions which are completely differ-
can have Laplace trans.forms which are .almost indistinguish-
. ·. This is certain to happeri when the functions are oscil-
. . 
However, if certain smoothness conditions are 
of inversion can be made to worko If 
smooth~ Bellman°s method of · 







F(s )·. ( 3 G 1 ) 
function, and u(t) is an u.nknown function 
If the integral of equation (3.1}, however, 
N 
~ .. I .·W 0 f(x.). 
i = 1 l ' ' 1 
of the form 
the integral equation is reduced to 




pro.blem of a,pproximating integrals by means.of 
> . , I 
sums has received considerable attention [ 1 J~ [ 6 ]. The 
methods that have been developed for this purpose are called 
. . 
·· .. methodS of quadrature. There exist many different quadrature 
ea .C<h be i n g U S e f U 1 · i n Cert a i n S p e C i a 1 Ca S e S e 
method of Gauss consists of the following 
f(r)dr 
· · w h ere the w i a nd r i a re c ho s e n s o th a t t t e a p p r ox i ma ti o n i s 
·. exact. when f is a polynomial of degree 2N-l. This condition 
·determines the 2N constants ri and w1 . 
is well known that the r. are the zeroes of the 1 




are replaced by the shifted 
·., 
-=-_ ·. 1 .... . of the coefficien.ts in 
Hencefo.rth, ' . 
' ' 
. ' . 
N 
= . l , w • g (x o ) i=] 1 .• _.11 
now the zeroes of the shifted Legendre poly-
* 
Numerical Inversion of the Laplace Transform 
To· determine the values u(t) as accurately as pos-
give.n the values· of F(s) for s > ,Q to a prescribed de-
-
of accuracy, where F(s) is the Laplace transform of u(t), 
e-stu(t)dt, (3.3) 
the Laplace Tr~nsform 
L 
1) that this is a well-posed 
an exact determination of F(s) would 
determination of u(t); and. 
smooth to permit the approximation 
. . 
-t of integration, x = e , 
. . 
finite interval of integra= 
Substituting into equation 
of equation (3G2) results in 
values, say s = 1,2, o o G ,N, yields 
fn the N unknowns, g(x 1), 





equation of (3o3) as 
and the objective 
elements, in this 
This supposes that F(s) 
for any particulars. 
infinitely many functions u(t) which 
··~ F (s) with the prescribed degree of 
is that u(-logr) can be 




depen.ds upon mean-square approximation!) 
,,. 
avo.id duplication of work (solving the system of 
equat·ions in (3o4)) each time the inversion method is ap-1 
the aim is to obtain a formula of the type 
·N-1 






where theaik af'e constants independent of F(k), determined 
and for all for each N, .and tabulated. 
probl·em~ therefore, is to·obtain an explicit 
_l, J 
Y;f(x;) 
* Inversion Formula 
. .I 
and.ak = F(k+1) so that equation 
multiply the k~th equation by a parameter 
corresponding terms in all 
is 
is a polynomial of degree N-1 to be chosen in some 
conve;nient fashione 
Numerical Inversion of the Laplace Transform York, 1966), ppo· •. 35 .... 36 8. 
-19-
I, 
result valid for 
f(x) = ·f a(x) be 
. . J 
(3.6) 
O,.l,~oe,N-1, are determined by the conditions 
Beca~se the x1 are the zeroes of the shifted 
.· * polynomial PN,S) .. t·he Lagrange interpolation formula may ; 
· .. ·· ... be used to obtain·the I~xplicit relation . . 1 
, . 
(3o7) are the coefficients in this. 
procedure for each j 
matrix {qkj). 
method becomes very simple to apply 
,generated e 
-20-
inversion procedure produces only fifteen dis-
of the density function, a method of finding an 
Since the wait-
is basically·exponential in character 
.n = 1 9 2, ... 
for a··good fit was least squares& 
· i mp 1 em en ta ti.on · appears i n Ch apter 4 & 
·-l' 




- THE COMPUTER PROGRAMS 





for the computa ti ona 1 ;·nvers ion 
at th.e values tG -= =logx .. , 
· 1 1 
For example, when N = 5, 
are ·approximately 
-log(Oo0469) ..... 3 0) 060, .... 
·-109(00231)· ..... 1 0 466' -
-1 og (O.<O) 500) - 00693, -
-1og(Oo769) =- 00262, -
-log(00)953) a= 000480 ..... 
< I n c re a s i n g N from ... 5 to 1 5 h a s the e ff e c t of rep 1 a c i n g th e 
upper bound 30060 by 5ell5 as shown in Table 5. This is not a 
improvement, but does increase the number of known. 
the choice of degree is 150 
and can be generated and since the 
* Legendre polynomial, P15 (x), are 
.. 





computer pr,ogram generate the 
Having obtained the qkj' the proce-
easy0 The required 
the coefficients, a .. e ' 11 J * in Pn+l(x) 
* = 1=2x, and P2Cx) = 1-6x + 6x 2 o 
· .. * . 
of Pn+i-.C~xl are calculated from 
' 
2ajml,k-1), j = I< 








coefficients a 1 , 15 + a 2·, 15x 




and finds the roots of the polynomial of degree 15, 
The 'r o o ts ., x i , a re s h own i n Ta b 1 e 1 0 
Next, the program calculates the derivatives, Z;, of the 
Legendre polynomial evaluated at the rootse Thus, 
_ 15 16 j-1 Z i - ·2 X • ( 1 - X • f [ ( l - 2 X i ) . . l 1 aJ. ~ 1 5 X i 1 · ·. 1 J= ~ 
derivatives, .z;, are shown in T_able 3·o 
calculates the coefficients of the poly-
by 
·- 24-
. . . . 
. 
. 
. . ····--·-------. - --- --- ·------ -- -·-
. . . -- --- - -- -~--- ---- .. - -----~----- - - -~--- -- . 
0 
* where x1 is a root of the polynomial PN(x)" By the use of 
.synthetic division, the bij are given by 
X 0 b17 · • + a17 .. lS~ j = 2,3,00015 1 .· -J,11 
-J, 
· The coefficients, bji, are shown in Table 2. 
Next9 the weights, w1 9 are calculatede The w1 are calcu-
lated· from 
* · .. 
1 PN (x) 
W; = 6 (X-Xi r 1 dx 
Thus, . 
15 be • 
·w. = ~ J 3 l • - 1 2· 1 5 1 /.. ·j Oz. 9 il c=, .. , ' C) 0 0 ' g j=l 1 
I h e we i g h ts , w 1 , a re s how n 1 n Ta b 1.e 1 Q 
Finally, the elements of the inverse matrix-0 with division 
by weights is given by 
b O Cl ~ J '1 j = 
W .. el• 9 1 1 
.The elements of the desired inverse matrix, Cij' are shown 











negatives of·the logarithms of the roots are 
of Program LAPLACE 
To test and validate the computational procedures imple-
mented in program LAPLACE, the exponential service time dis-
tribution was utilized. , This distribution was chosen because 
the Laplace transform for the waiting time density function is 
easi.ly inverted analytically. Inverting equation (2.7) yields 
p1 (x) = A(l-A/µ)e-X(µ-A), X > 0 
-
"' Thus9 the exact values of p1 (x) may be calculated. 
The results of the test are shown in Table 6. The columns 
' 
headed Approximation and Actual of New Data agree very well, 
and, thus, validate the procedure. The Bellman Data was run as 
an additional check& 
4.3 Computation of the Laplace Transform for Arbitrary Service 
Time Distribution 
Implem~ntation of the calculation procedure for the Laplace 
transform of the various service time distributions described 
in Section 2.2 was straightforward for all but the constant 
distrributiono 
Since an easy analytic procedure is not available for find-
ing the Laplace transform of a step function like the constant 
distri~ution, the Erlang distribution was used with k very 
largeo The term uvery 1arge 0' was defined by the program itself0 
A search wa.s performed to find the largest possible k value 
that could be h.a nd.1 ed by the computer without going out · of 
range. The value· of k was dependent upon the values ofµ and~ 
• but usually fell within· the range 90 = 1050 The procedure was 
since, ·in tests, the Erlang distribution reached steady 
as k -->- · lOOG 
Implementation of Curve Fit Procedure: Program CURVE 
~ Program CURVE was written to find· an approximate continu-
ous· function for the fifteen discrete points of the waiting 
density function produced by the inversion methodo The con-
tinuous curve was needed in order to calculate the area under 
the curve and to provide additional data pointso Because the 
function is a probability density function, the area should 
equal onee This serves as a chec,k of the accuracy of the ap .... 
proximationo 
As stated previously,'the form of the curve chosen to ap-
proximate the data is· 
cma,.,x 
1 A .. e , 
11 
where A$= coefficient of the 1th term, 1 
a. = exponent of the 1th term, 1 
n = number of terms, 1 < n < 5o 
- -
-27= 
The search for the optimum values of the A1 and a 1 was 
carried out by LOPER, Lehigh Optimum Parameter Routine, written 
'· by Richard Ko Greene, Lehigh Universityo 
. ' 
vides a choice of seven methods of search: 
Basi·cally, LOPER pro-
1) spider, 2) steep-
est ascent, 3) rotate axis, 4) conjugate gradient, 5) random, 
6) parallel tangents, and 7) two~dimensional grido Each method 
of sea-rch has advantages and disadvantages$ The method chosen 
J 
. for the curve fit ·procedure was the conjugate gradient method. 
This procedure converges rapidly, but behaves poorly at bound= 
• arieso Since the curve fit model is unbounded, this disadvan-
. tage is i ~relevant. . For complete doculTlenta ti on of LOPER, see ·I 
referen.ce [5] e 
Several tests were made to determine the number of terms 
to specify/for n in equation (4ol)o On the basis of the area, 
· ·least square residual, and· time required, a value of n = 3 was 
chosen as the optimum number of termso 
Programs CURVE, LOPER, and LAPLACE are on file at the 
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CHAPTER 5 - DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
data used for this study appears in Table 7. · It is 
of the types of data found in practical appli-
. , 
a good test of computer program CURVE. 
,_ 
in Tables 8-81 and 
The tables list the fifteen discrete points of 
function for the parameters listed 
continuous functione For the contin-
* squares _residual and the area under 
·_ Th.e figures depict graphically waiting 
families.- of curves c For examp 1 e, 
functions for~= 5 -
. . . . 
. . . 
. 
·.and for >exponential_ service time with µ = 9, 8, 7, 69 and 5050 







· e t e rs o f . th e s e r v- i c e t i me d i s tr i b u ti on f o r a co n s ·ta n t i\ o 
I 
.. ' 
· Gena-rally, the-- results were very goodG The areas calcu-
lated were all close to one; as was expected (range 009000,to 
· 0 G 9 g_g 9) o · · The l ea s t square res i du a 1 s var i e d as f o 11 ow s : 













Service TyPe Min Max 
l) .Exponential 5.3820 
2) Erlang · 




.seemed to occur when the curve under 
had>a relatively severe hump instead of a smooth 
occurred when the curve was smooth 
most interesting result is shown in Figure 17G) . It was· 
. 
·that if the combination of service time parameters and 
parameter was far enough away from the steady state 
boundaries (see· $ec:tion·s- 2 .3 o 1 and 2. 3 a 2), inversion of the 
Laplace transform produced an oscillating functionG. Specifi-
c a 1 l y ,, for the Er 1 an g fa mi _1; y of di s tr i bu ti on s , the o sci 11 at i n g 
. 
' function appeared if µ was 1 much greater than A, and for the 
· .uniform distribution~ the oscillating function appeared if µh 
was muc~ less than 2. 
-
The reasons for.the appearance of the oscillating function 
probably lie within the method used to invert the Laplace 
transform. ·Appar~ntly, when the conditions mentioned are 
.present, an assumption or condition of the method is violated. 
~42-
The curve fitting technique, LOPER, was easy to use and 
gave very good resultse A combination of two search tech-
niques wasappliedo First, a spider search was performed 
unti1·· improvement in perf:otmance'.·ceased (no change over three 
. iterations). 
The results of this search were then used as the starting 
p o.i n t f o r a co n j u g a t e g rad i en t s ear ch o Th e s e co n d s ea-r ch re ..... 
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· T.A BLE 7 


















OATA FOR THE s1uo·v 
lAMOA 
? n . 
- l;Jj 8 
200 
-= 51-
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TABLE 8 
WAITING TIME DENsrrv FUNCTION P11XJ 
SINGLE SERVER HODEL 
- POISSON ARRIVALS WITH PARAMETER LAHDA 
EXPONENTIAL - StRVI·CE TIME WITH :PARAMETER MU 
. ·,. ' . -· . ·, . . 
. . 
.-- --o 5.11-5-37250. 57555E+"O 1. 
.. _ ~34621167.382949E+01 








.. o198,-201)62597734E+D1 · $ 79'7033309-9·3652£-o:3 _ 
-_--. ® j[539'.3806i7.70034E+ 01 
--- e·11.942··1.22-5:23177E+ll1 
-~91778446~43416£+0:Q 
--0 69314718:£f55994E•tl O · 
@509:8310 4·oi9705E+O ll 
- ~~608613ll.3758fl:lE+OO 
·. · ~ 241;1.t-525.3461423£+0 0 · 
. . -. . . . . . 
- ~148257-73409603E+OO 
e ·7 893142 60.2 8,4G1E-:tl 1 
--- o3i865663915716E-01._. 















G i9562810659'409E+0·1 . 
o21693356037140E+01 
APPROXIMATE CON-fINUOUS FUNCTION 
EE= 2e71828182845_9 






















TABLE · 9 
WAITING TIME DENSITY FUNCTION Pi<XJ 
SINGLE SERVER MODEL 
POISSON ARRIVALS WITH PARAMETER LAMOA 
. EXPONENTIAL· SERVICE TI'ME WITH PARA=tiETER MU 




. )( . ' 
._ . 
. . ' 
e 51153'125ll5.7555E•O 1 
·-- . •· .'. . , .. - . 
. -- if>34621167382949E+:01. · • 
. _· e2 578381964ft962E+O 1 
. ' . 
. . . . ' ' 
. - . 
. ' 
. . 
-.. ·"' 198 .. 201625 9-7734,E+O 1 
• • -.- 4)·_ 1539380677:fJ 03-4E• O i . 
. -_~11942722523177E+:01 . 
G917.78446443416E+OO .· ·· 
e69:314718D55994E+.O 0 
.G 50'98l104019705£+00 
. -~ '. . 
·o.36086130375801E+OO 
c241-4525·,3,46142~3E +00 
Q 1-fr8 25 ·7734 O 9 6 0 JE+ 0 0 
. _·. ~7t89!142602!l461E-01 
·. _·. e31865663915716E=-Oi 
e6'0218359038296E~02 



























LEAS1 SQUARES RESIDUAL: 
·o AREA= e9004110E+OO. 
·- 53-
' 
__ liiiiiliilil ____ -·····----·-·-. ---·· --···--··•illlllilii· -iiii;;i~ iiliiiii-----·· --..;...,· -........;.._;-·.;.;.;;-·-.;;,;,;.,.--~-~-·.::.:...::._···-=---··.:..:__::_·· --~-·~::__-~-- -:-c:::·cc:_ ___ -_-_. - _· 
WAITING TIME DENSITY FUNCTION Pi(X> 
SINGLE SERVER MODEL 




EXP01N'ENTIAL .·SERVICE TIME wr·rH PARAMETER MU 









' - . . . · .. ' ' ' . -_ ' -- . 
. · .. ®·69314-1.1;8055994E+OO 
··.·· o5098~310401970SE+OO··. 
. e360S6130J75801E+O·o 
. e2414525346142JE+(l0 · 
, .... ·' . - . '. ._ . .-· -. ' .- : 




06 02183591138296E-il2 · 
. . 
MU ·= 7 o 00 




J, ·•• ' : 













E£ = 20718281828459 















$ a 202544.3£+01 
e 










TIME· DENSITY.FUNCTION P1(X) 
SINGLE S-ERVER MODEL 
. 'POISSON ARR]tVAl.S t4ITH PARAM,ETER LAMOA 
. ' . . ·. : ·, .. ; . . ·. . ·:. 
' . , 
· o5115312505.7555E+O 1 
.· .·.··· .. · ~34621161.382949£+01 · 
. '' . ·-. .·::_ . . . .. - . : ·· ... ,• . 
. . · .. o25783·8196ft4:'962E+01 . 
· .. ·· ·· ~198.2016259.7734E+01.· 
·o 1539380677tl0:34.E+0.1 
·· o11942722523177E+·o1 · 
q':J17784:46ti43·416E+OO · 
. . ' 
' . ·- . 
· •.. 0693147180 55994iE+OO ·. 
-·. e50983i04019705E+Oll 
·· . a360861--3037580iE+ O fl 
· .24145253461423E+OO 
... '°148257'1340960<3E+OOJ ·. 
·.•·· ·. ·. e 78931·tJ26l1:28461E-O.i. 
. . 
. . 
.•. e3:186566'3915716E-O 1. 
·· 10··.60218359(l'.3.8296E·-02 
TIME WITH PARAMETER MU 
. Pi ( X> 
. e 50064··325.3l2642E-02 
~ 2613S(l57210922E-01 
• 6324982 64.31274E~O 1 






















·~100534041. (EEi .. 
xx 
xx 
-1 e :Q,57167.7 XX 
· -~15892381E-01. t:\EEJ 
LEAST SQUARES RESIDUAL=· 
. ~ 249'7652!£-01 
AREA:: ® 901312 6'E+O 0 
-----------------------~-----
-
TIME OENSITV FUNCTION ?i(X) 
SINGLE SERVER MODEL 
,POISSON ARRIVALS WITH PA'RAME.TER LAMOA 
. . .·,_ ' 
· ... \ ·•·o51.t5:3·1250.57555E+Oi. 
.. *34621167~3-82949E+Oi · .· 
·.$25783819644962E+ 01 
· .. ··t\l-198i2'01'62·5g·7·7.J.4E+Oii .·· ·. 
•..•. 1ss<393.s:.o··o'7 7:o· o ... 34E+ 0 .. 1 
···oJj,9427'22523l11E•1J1 .. 
····. ···. · ,,,917131+ff644341f,E+OO • •· .·· 
·. ·. ·. ~69.3··1471605.S9-94E+tio· .·· 
··.·.•~09.83,1Q4~j_97nst,a,ito.·· · 
.····•· .. ~•-36:£te61:a·olitsso1E-+oo·· . ~ 2414.525:3-4·61Lt"2:3E+ 0 D .... · .•. · ... ·.·. 
... · eilf6257•13,09603E+OO .· ·. 
.. .... fD1·89'31.4260 28461E~o1.·. 
·. · .,/~j£665 66'391 S716~""01 .. 





TIME WITH PARAMETER MU 
(EE> 







.~ 250"3181954'4258E+O O. · 
e 2871-49·101495.74E+·OO 
0.3215 02-4471283 OE+O 0 
@:352189451.45607E+DO · 
. . ~3195700371265-4£+0 0 
@40238017256737E+OO 
· 04221126.735210~E~OO 

















SINGLE SERVER MODEL 
PO !$SON --J>tRRI.VALS ti ITH PARAMETER lAMD A 
:EXPONENTIAL SERVICE ·rrME WI.TH PARAMETER t4U 
MU= 15e00 
~-~~~-~~~-~~---~-~----~-~---==~---~-~----~~~-~-------. . .. - ' . . , .. 
·. o511537250-57555E+01 
·. o34621167:J82949E+01 
. ·. . . 
· .. "e 25.78)18196 44i962E+fl1 
._ .. , e:19:8 2:10 _i 625 9 7·7·3 lt.E·+ 0 1 
·_ ~ 15'3938067701lJ4E+ 01 
.. ··. ~-1.19421'22523.·1·11E+01 · 
o9i77&446~43416E+OO 
. 0.69:314·7_180 559.94E+O O · · 
. · .. · .·· .-~ s:o CJa31o<i.o.1970 s-E+o·o 
.· ·. •·· . · ..• 360861303 75801E +O 0 
: ' ' ., ' . . .. 
·. o24145253461423E:t-00 · 
·· .· ~ 1482571340.960.3E+O D. 
· · f)7893'1426!ll28ft.61·E-01. 
.. -. ····.·o3186566.3915·716E=»01. 
. .·. . . . 
···~60218359038296E-02 · 
.. . .· .. . . . . . . . . ' ;1.i: .. 
tE>EJ 














o-32344696521'?59£ +O 1 
~303622918 xx 
~304404346 xx 
. ·3 02503372 )()( 
.· IEEl 
-
LEAST SQUARES RESIDUAL= 
o5381620E+OO 
• AREA= o9000853E+OO 
TABLE 14 -
TIME DENSITY FUNCTION PitXJ 
S!N.GLE SERVER MODEL 
ARRIVALS WITH PA.RAMETER LAMOA 
TIME WITH PARAMETER MU 
... ·' 
-_ ... ', ' .· -. 
- ' ' ; . '. 
. 
·. · .. o?115372s'os75'5SE•(li. 
· .··.•e34621167.382949E+:ll·i 
· .e.2S7838.196!t ••4962E-+O i 
··.· ..... · .. ~i.962;0162597;i·3?l+E+.U1 .. 
. ·•· ····. ·.· ~1s:393·sn67'7003,4·E+:fli 
···.·•····. @119.42f2252J171E+01 
····· .. ··••···· ....... e9i7734~6443.'i+16E•O.O• 
. ~693,147·1S0·55994E+OO. 
... 05.098:l1ll40197JJSE+OO . 
· .360~013037's&oit+oo, 
e2.4·1lff.5.2.5346.142-:3E+.00 ... 
. . ;ti.82?1'71409603£:+0Q. 
. ~1'8931.4261)28461E-01 ···· 
.. ·.··.·. e.3186!iJ5639.157.16E-01 ·· . 
·o60218:3590.3·82g6E~02 ·. 
MU= 1.4000 
.ii) 152 58 789 0625 0 0 1E-O 4 
.• i4662742614746E-04 













. CON'YINUOus·· FUNCTION 
·,:, o·i:: a·~ 1·s '7 · 
-.·,J ~ 7 -~ .·..:J xx 
. . (EE) 
. 





VAtu·E · • · AREA = 
.~ 2288518E+O 0 
09002449E+OO 
---.:........, " 
. ·-·· 58- · 
-----------= ............... ~-···~· -~-~·" --------· 
TABLE 15 
MO.OEl 





.. ·· ... ·.·~5.115372"5'fl57555E+o·•1· 
• · o:J4621•1613·•.s·291t.9E•01 
·.····a··25783i8196•'-ft·496·2E+Ct1 
.. · .... {iJg~r2.D,~~2$9i7734E+01. 
·-·•··.· .·· .. ,;153 g·J.806:710.034E+Jl! 
. ·.·· @i1942:72252317;1E+Oi .· 
. ·· ··e 9i71aitt46'+4.3416'E+n.o 
. ~ 6931°4'1160 55994E+llo· 
... · .... ... 5 093310~a119·;ttlSf tO O• ·. 
- ... ~30:os&1·~031sso1?E+.o·o • ·. ·· 
. Ii z4\14.5zs,3461423E~O {l ··- . 
.. · ,,f4$"2571'3409603E+81l.·.·. 
~7893.ilt26028461E- 0.1···.· 
·.·· • · .· .·· ,.aie6566J9f5li6E-o.1· · 
.•. o.· 6021-8359038·296·:E_..02 .. 
. . . ' . ' . . . ' . . . 
' ' 
. . . 





o 101029872 89429:E-O 2 
. · ·· o60219.764.7094.73E-02 
c227342.33093262E~01 . ,, 
~&4135432243347E~01 
.14703154563904£+00 














··_ AREA = Q 9006621'E+O 0 
,, 
- - --- -
- ~ - ------=----=--~- -
TAEflE 16 
TIME DENSITY FUNCTION P1(X1 
SINGLE SERVER MODEL> 
ARRIVALS WITH PARAMETER LAHDA 
. ' .·.. 
. - , .·. . . . . . 
· e5115372505.75551E+Oi 
·· ·. ·. 03~621167382949E+:01·· 
02518.361964\962:E+Oi · 
. 4)i1982:f0 .. 1625··977·31+iE··+o·1 
.. · . ~··153·938:Cl:6)7:700.3%-E+Oi .·. 
. · .... »JJ~#i?t22523177'E+D1 
··.· .. ·.· @91"'7:784'4644IJ416Ei-OO .. 
. ··. ..6931't7181lS59,4E+OO · 
· .. /c509631iO'~tJ19.~.·05E·+··o.o 
~1.so:ao13tl375<801E:+oo····· . 
· ~.2~1~52~~~~1,-2"ac.+oO ·. 
·•· .i1~82~7?3~V960~E,+00 •.. 
· i .·. i•· .. "7s9.~f42>~D?8,461£-0! . 
.. _·· .. iel·186S6639i571.6.E_..01··_. ·. 
... · ..... o.··6•·0•··2·?.t83·•5.CJ•o .•. ·.·3i·a29··.6E•:·.:n.·· .. 2· 









o 1s2 92787551 ssoE+o·o 
· 026587021:350 861E+O 0 
. o·.8+1.6665554 04663E + 0 0 
060119450092316E+OO 
· ·.· :~ 809865J+74.7D O 9·3E+O 0 
·@10283063650131E+O 1 
. o 1239Jl 086650 848E+D1 
e14232733249~64E+01 
. ··-·qj 1563760459 423,~E+fli 














TIME DENSITY FUNCTION PilX> 
SINGLE SERVER MODEL 





· ·• .. 051153.725057'555£+01 
··;·34621:t6·7·332949E+Oi · 
,' .· 025'78-3319644962€+81 '' 
· ... -.·. ·: o198201·6259.7734E+01 
. . .. · -·· :.~1.s:593s·o6~7700:34E+ll1· 




.... · • · ..•.... ~36JJ8613ll3758Jl1Et0:Ci. 
· .. ·. ·.· ·. . ©2,4145253461·42·3,E+OO .. ··. 
. . . 
. ·-
. 




TIME WITH PARAMETER MU 




· .12525,4631042Lt.8E,+O O .. 
.19S0213313f027E+00 
o27537506818771E+OO 









.·. ~.92911782 xx 
.. ·«F-EJ 




LEAST SQUtrRES :RESIDUAL: = 
. g 50J5:367·E-O\ 
$9115548£+00 
18 
TIME DENSIT'r FUNCTION P1CX) 
SINGLE SERVER MODEL. 
ARRIVALS WITH PARAMETER LAHDA 
TIME WITH PARAMETER MU 







·.···· @·5115J7f25f! 57555£+01 · 
.o3462~1€f7382949E+01 ... 
·. 025'183819644962£•+·01 . :-· .. :· .- :. -: ; .. _. __ - .. - .. _ ... · ... -
_- :' :'" 
_'. ·.-
_ .. ·. 
. ·._ 
-
b:"1i9.82.tl:1625 9·713.4E-l}Q ... 1 
.. ·· ..... ·. o'.:15·393so67'7fl034E~+ll1 
.. ··· ... ~,1ll9~21'22!i23!77E+ff1. 
. i m·91718 446443416E.+.l! 0 . 
·· · gQi9~11+1:1..aoss,r:,1tf:+o o . · · 
··•· .. <>509&;10~019:,11sE+oo·.· .· ·. 
. o:J~Q,~13~3758.Q:L~+oo . · 
.· f2~$45~5i~401423EffHl . 
·. · ·. ·•·•.< ii4~2$7J340961l~.E+l.lJ) .. ·· ... 
·. · · .. 07.89314260.2846.iE--01 ·. · .· .. · ·. 
.. ·····.·~318656'.63915.716E~{J1 . 
·.··~·.6'02183.5<9038·296E~·tl2 ···•··· .·. 
.· .. v·ALUE · 
.10&09626770020E-04 
. 029325485229492£-04 
o 106.:s11s2:34·31soe:-o 3 









.e243 0 8 6433410·64E +01 















.. --~-.,._-.---- ·-".'"··-. -~- - ';-·-,-.,.,··----,-, _-~,- ... ,--,, . -=~- ·~· ::-----.· - .. --<~-· -- ·--.- ·- ··-- - .-- • -·-' •. ' ·c;.-· ,-.--~, - .-.. ----·--~ --',,c ---.-,-, .• ·-- -..-.--·•,,' ··--- .--- -· •• 






TIHE DENSITY FUNCTION P11XJ 
. ' . 
. •·. S.I NGLE SER\fER MOO El 
ARRIVALS WITH PARA'ME-TER lAMOA 
··. 051·1..53.725057555E+Oi . 
. · ... ·.i1>346?116·7·382949E+Oi · 
... ·. ·· ... <>25iflli819644962E+.0:l ·. 
•.. ·.·.o19820.1625··9.71-34E+ 10>i .• 
··· ... 01·5:39:3a,OE/77.0l1l4E+<01. 
·····.···.·.·~1.1942'722523.11·1e:+·0··1 . 
.•·0··917·7.84464 43·416E.+··Q.··O 
· e .. ·. 6 9311;.718ll5:59~J4IE+O 0 
. . . . . ' . ' ,· . 
· .. •·•·g 5098:31040·l97(l5E+OO 
. ·· ;·360861Jtl375801E+ Oll 
... ·.····.· •• 2~14525.34'61423,E+ClO .... • 
.> i14·82577:.~4Q.96·0-'3{E•Oll. · 
.. ···· a7.89314.2,.6028·461E-ll1.·· ... · 
. · > o·3:t86:56639.15716E-fli •.. · 
.· .· .··· eErD218:359·D38296E.;_02 ·. 
' .. ' .· ·.· ._ .. · .. ' . ·,. ',• -. 
TIME WITH PARAMETER MU 
MU= 23c00. 





















o 395,45·0 4E-O 2 
o 900tl029E+O 0 
-- -•··,_-·::r·-·-.· ··-,-·_··--··· . --. '-··· - ~ ··--, --.. -·-·. 
. ··-- ~-·--- ~ ... ---....,,__...~-----------------
TABLE 20 
WAI'JfING TIM,E DENSITY FUNCTION Pi (Xt 
SINGLE SERVER.HODEL 
" 
POISSON ARRIVALS WITH PARAMETER LAHDA 
' .. , . . 
. . . . . 
~--~-~~~--~---~~---------~---~-----~-----~-----------EXPONENTIAL SERVICE TIME WITH PARAMETER MU . ' ' . 
· ·. o5 i153725Cf5.7555E+Oi 
...... ·· .•. · ·10 3 4621167'.382949£+ 01 
. . 
. .. 
.• .· e?5783819644962£+01 
. · e198201:6'25?97734tE+0.1 i• f_. :- .. ·_,-: ., .-·: --.- .: . /: __ :; .' : ·-. . . . . ·, .... ·-·.. : 
·~:t53938fl67.70034E+:01 . 
. o119421225231_1.7E+Jl1 
. " . ' . ""'. ' '' " 
. '. '. ., . - . . . . . . . . ~ 
.· o9.1·7~181+464lt3416E+O o·· 
·· -- () 693t1+11s:tl55994E+·oo 
··. ·--~·5098:31tl40i97tl5,E.f00. · 
· ie'3 .. 6.08613.03758(l1E.•O:O 
.· ·•- e2Lf14525l46142.3E+OO· · .. '· ·- - '· '.' ' ,,· ' - ' ·, ' ._. . 
•.. ··· .. · .·.· 'f:, 1i4825 71'"3lt:!l9 60 .Jif +.0 OJ. . ·.· . 
. _· ~7893142'6026:\61E-Oi1 . ·· ·. 
...•... a·31.86S66:3.91S716E-t11 ·· 
.. ·· ·_·. ©6i0218359CF38296"E~02 
MU= 221000 







e 10·ft724168 7774·1E-Oi 




















LEAST SQUARES RESIDUAL= 
o4767936E+OO 
= e9008973E+OD 
• > ----;·c;-,c.·"--•c-_•--·---,-c,· .... •• r·.~- • ·,-a,-- - •. -, ,-c: .... ;.... o, •. ,;• •"•:, • • •- -.• ~,.' -:· ....... -'··- • -
21 
DENSITY FUNCTION P11X1 
SING'LE SERVER MODEL · 
ARRIVALS WITH PARAMETER lAMDA 
. ©51153725057555Et-01. 
··o34621"16138.2949E+01 . 
. · ····.·@2S'78381964496·2E+01 
. ··•·01·9820 j~62:59·7·73,4E+Oi · . ,· ii . . . . . . • . .• . . . .. . .• 
. $i.53938ll67700'·J·4E+01 · ' . ' . . ' '. ' . . . : . ._ . ' ' . . . ' . 
.. e 1i9,42722S23i:7·7E+Oi .· 
·.· &91718.446443416£+0 0 
. ··. o693i4718055994E+ll0 
.·· o5098-31ll40.19705E+Ot1 
e36tf86130-375801:E.t-·OO . 
·· .• 241z.s2·s~J1+61423E+o·o · 
·· '~li4,8/25173409603E+O tJ 
.·· o78931426.028461E~n1· ·. 
· ... ~:3t86566 .. 391.5116E-=01 · 
e.6.02i8359B<38296E-·o2 · .. 
Pi{Xl 
-=---
a 5721:39 0 247 3 iJ.'5 0 E·-- O 2 
.29877364635~68£-01 
o72278380393982E-01 
'() 13122701644fl':r7E•ll0 ,., " 
·G 20-~·30 028438568E+O 0 
.28~49709033966E+OO 
· e38038498163223E+OO 
-·~ 476183662 s·7781E+O 0 













· ··--.1.·~ DO O 2302 
· (EE> xx 
. -1.0364939 xx 
@26478877£-02 IEE> 
' 
A8S'CI0SSA . VALUE 
. . 




- '~--, .-~-- ----·- -·· ·---,, ----·-- - . -.- .. -- .. -·--- --- ··--, -·· ·-----, . - .,._·----· .. ---- -- --__,__ -- ·•··-·- --









TIME DENSITY FUNCTION P11XJ 
SINGLE SERVER MOOEL 
·-._ POISSON ARRIVALS WITH PARAMETER LAMOA 
EXPONENTIAL SERVICE TIME WITH PARAMETER ·HU 
. · tAMDA ·_=· 20000 
. .· ' 
- .- ...... _ ____ -==:t,a:o,.a:>,:;m,-- --- ..... ,im>.,=,.-=, ---- .,,,i:,-.-.-----co,- ---·-<ID,,=,----=--·-·--------- ..... ---
--·-
. @ 51153.725tl57S55E+01 
o34621167.382949E+Oi 





. . . , . 
0 6 9314'7180 559C34E+O 0 
o 5 0·9-8.3·104lli19705E+-JJ-.O 
-'-. ·• 
. e3608613tl375801E+O 0 
.· e2414525.3461423E+O 0 
··... . ' . ', . . ' . ' . ' .. 
·. _·. o i 46 25 77:34<tl96D.3E+O 0 
.--_ · --- .. e?-89.31426028461E-O 1 · 
.· '· ··. G'.3J.865663915716E:.-01 
. . ,: . ' ' . 



















I E"El ·. 
=1@9787696 xx (EE) 
2a718281828459 · • · 
LEAST SQUARES RESIDUAL= 
- ·. e706077.7E+OO 
. l!llil' 
I 
ABSCISSA V.ALUE AREA: 
~· 
=._.__,·,-·._:.-, .... --~-~···-·..:.~-----c--·-·"-"·,-~--~,..--.·--,-- ~ .. ,-_-.- ... ~----~.----,----.,-- .-.~·-· ,·- .. -:--·~ .. -.-.. - . ...., .. _ .. _,, .... ,_ .. ,.~---·-: -·-·-=· .. _.,,. ~- --~- --~----------. --~·-···"'" ... _ -..... ·~---·· --·; "'~····--~· -.---·~ '" •\' ,-----,--- _._. - . 
-·--·-·---------....._ ______ l!!!!!ll!!!!lll _______ _ 
TABLE 23 
WAITING TIME DENSITY FUNCTION Pi(XJ 
SINGLE SERVER MODEL 
POISSON ARRIVALS WITH PARAMETER LAMOA 
EXPONENTIAL S:ERVICE TIME WITH PARAMETER MU 





{& 2 57,83!1196t44962f+·o 1 






.·.509-83104·0197.05E + 0 O 
"°~3 60 86130375.801E+OO·· 
. -~2414525346142.JE+O 0 
e 1 lt82577340960:3E+OO 
a:, 7 89314260.28t+61E ..... tl1 
e-31865663915.116E-O 1 
















APPROXIMATE CONTINUOUS FUNCTION 




















AREA - o9000539E+OO -
-
-"H ,,, .. ,••••-~•-•"-• •-..·.··,••- ·,··,r•, 0 • ,.,·,--. ,-,-•... , ... ,.,, 0 -.-,-~---···--• ..... •, _,,___, --~-----.--- ·-,-~, ,•--,, ·.·L-•.·,----~·,, ,,. • .• '•'-- -•~ • 
,,.,., • ,~ • ,~, --~-~-- ~. -~, L -• • ---= • ... -... , •-
TABLE 24 
WAITING TIME DENSITY FUNCTION Pi IX). 
SINGLE SERVER MODEL 
POISSON ARRIVALS WITH PARAMETER lAMDA 
EXPONENTIAL SERVICE TIM'1E WITH PARAME.T-ER MU 
· "LAMOA = 25e00. 
X 
·---





· @ 1 iq42722523117E+01 · 
___ ...,_ 
e14305114746094E-64 














o6021t\ 3590 38296£-02 















P11XX) =· 1~1539~01 
·~2e79~38190 
• IEE> 





' XX= ABSCISSA VALUE 








LEAST SQUARES RESIDUAL= 
~5083316E-02 
AREA: e9005246E+OO 
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TABLE 25 
WAITING TIME DENSITY FUNCTION Pi(XI 
SINGLE SERVER MODEL 
POISSON ARRIVALS WifH PARAMETER LAHDA 
EXPON:ENTIAt. SE.R\/ICE TIME wr·rH PARAMETER MU 








' ' ' 
·.- · -c 1C38aO 162'5g:7·734e+n 1 o69808959960938E-02 
.·· - - - o15393flD6710034E+01 





















I APPROXIMATE CONTINUOUS FUNCTION 
P.1 ( XX! @8902:3694 ...... 
-
+ e 8 258 2 07/'? 
+ .. 096198968 
_WHERE 
EE= 2e718281828459 
XX= ABSCISSA VALUE 






























WAITING TIME DENs1·rv FUNCTION Pi(X) 
SII\JGlt SERVER MODEL . 
POISSON ARRIVALS WITH PARAMETER LAMDA 
EXPONENTIAL SERVICE ·rIME WITH PARAMETER MU 




































APPROXIMATE -CONTINUO'US FUNCTION 
. =' 0 82102583 
+ -. ~18048889 
WHERE 
EE . ,._. 2e718281828459 -
-. 


















AREA -- \l9008973E+Ofl ...... 
,,= 10-
---- • -··-. - •• -- -- -~- ...... • • - J -- ,- - --- - ··- - • •• •• • • ., ••• -----· --~--~------- ; • •• •• • • •• - '-· -~ -··--- -~ --- •••• -, • -- ·--·---- • • • -· ,- .---,,..- - - -•• -- ·- -· • • • -~ •• ',-- •••• -- -- ... -··. 
-
--
WAITING TIME DENSITY FUNCTION P1CXJ I 
SINGLE SERVER MODEL: 
POISSON ARRIVALS wr·rH PARAMETER LAMOA 
i 
EXPONENTIAL SERVICE TIME WITH PARAME.TER MU 
LAMOA = 25000 
•. 








































EE = 2.0718281826459 


















AREA """' "9008913E+OO. ..,.. 
·- 71-
• ---- --:--• --,- - -c....c •.. ,. -- , ---.. ---c-·~- --· - ·-.·-·· ·-..-.,.- -'--'--·· - - • · .,·.-·- ----,·. - •-- - - --- ------~,.-- ------ --.- -~·· ---~ - - -~C-.•, ,--- ---...•- __ \" __ ., .~,a--,-,- "7" • --·---~ ~-- - ·• , u - --- --~- _,__ ____ - , •. , ·- ~---··--- ----~ •• , •- ·· • ,"'' ---,---. --=-,- ---.- , '"~-, ~ .. •·~. ··-·--. ••" • .__ - ,• • • ••••• "'• --~--=- • , ,-.. _,·-~-- .---~·-··-. ...;.- .. --.-, • _; ·, • ··-n, _ , -- - ___ -. 



















WAITING TIME DENSlTY FUNCTION PilX) 
SINGLE SERVER MODEL 
. \ 
._, 
W>OISSON' -ARR,I·VALS, WITH PARAMETER. LA HOA 
. . ' 
. ' 
. . 
. . . . , .• ' - • " . ' ' . ' . . . ,. . : ' . . . ' . ' . -· . . ' ., . ' . ·t ' 
- . ' ·. ' . ' ca- - c:, .a:, ,G'S) ill!'> Q) "El> ,mo .. .., ,El!, <a a, - Ell E!;li C!i!I! ,,s, ~ ~ ~ ,112, cm, <&it ~E!:!i> -
€'JI "'2i> -,mil ... ~ - >el> <15 GI» 13> Cl& - - -ffi)-il!!IJI 4ii!lt ;mp El E!li! <l!i!l ~ .G;b <ll;;ll, Ea .. i t ' 
. • ' ~ 





. ~-~~-~~~~-~~~~~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~~~~~-~~~~~~~-------~ . •' . ,, . '·' '. . . . . . 
.· ... ·._·x·· 
. t. . .. ' . '-, , .. 
.. eta <$11, ,e 
~51~53725DS755SE•O~ 
o·3%62i167'38294t1E+·o1 ·· 
• "'' i .•, 
~· 
o 25783"81:96lt496-2E+ 0·1 
·•· e 19 82 If 62.59J717 34!E.+O i .· 
a~53;938D67·7ot134E+'·o_1 ·-
.. e.i19t4.2722523171:E+Oi · 
· ·a.9177844't;i443416{E+ll0 . 
' ,.. . ; .··, ; 
o-693i471805599·4E+"lJJO 
. ': ~' 
. ' <. 
®so 9a3·10-i.er1.97:05E+o o · 




. ,. . · .. ' 
- -·. 
·. o.i482S773f».09.60.3E+OO 
.. -· e.7.89314'26028461'lE•f01 




06 021835903fl296E.,O 2 . 
,t· '. ' . 
P1(Xl 
®1s7·gaz·11og1t11e~os 
: -, • t 
o 38 0 8 43JJ 77192 '36E • ll2 · 
. . 
. . ' . 
e 17085·_611820:221E~01 
c 485'7 790:4701t233E- 0·1 
. . .. , "' ~ ' . . ' ' 0104·247•soa2assE•oo·: 
e 190 2 !l031826.0 i 9E+·o o, 
~-30&86557292938E+oo· 
~45'386528968;811E+OD 
' . . ' 
' . 
. e 6230 9·01·1.-7··97211E+O tl. 
. 
. ' @80774ti1g·aso9,22E+10··0 · 
I. 
-· 099504.26.8i69.lt03Eli-O·o ... -
,. • ' , 
' I 
' 
0115·754943·10379~+·01 · . 
o 1·1z.1+753-5.i572 01.tE+·rJt . 
$·9746116 399765 OE+O o·· 
. . . 
~85885936021805E+OO 
. APPRO)(Jt:MATE' ····coNTI'NUOUs·· 'FUNCl'ION . . . 
. . . . . . . . ' . . . ' . 
: ' ,_.· .. , - •'. :'; ... -, ... · " · . . ·: . , "'. . . ·• ·. ·,. •"•·· ,.: : . . -
. . 
...... · ... -.... "'-- ·•- .. · .
. •1e223728.7· 
• J (£.El . 
0
-! () 2236461 . 
. f:EE>_. 
. )· . ·• 
. xx . 
.... ' , ... · · .. \ .· . ~1@·2239374. ' ··1 '. 
o40466231E•Oi ··fEE.l .. 
. ' . ' ' 1 ' 
. .·. ~ ~ ~ · .. ' 
. 
.,, ' 
e . l EAST SQU;ARES RES IDUAl ·. = ·· 
.- . ;.· '.,.- ' ~ 
.', . 
- - • ;- ' ·,•. ' . . . r 
. @ .. 
;' 
G " . 
' 
. (E)1906-842E+OO 
- ,· . . ', . ' . 
@ 










- --- - -- - ·- - . ·-- ••. ~~·- . . .. _..._._., • • ---- - . ·- _,,-.-., • "' ~ - -- - --r·--~--- ·-·,-- --_--c- .--- .---,--,.-·--·- -. -· - • -:-.~ • •a~ -. - ··-· •-• •• - ,-._a--·---~ -
- --,,,~...:::_·~-~· = -- q=-- .. -----~'='--'--~--~ ---- - --~ - ------ ·-~- -
I 
.\ . 
--------~--------------!!!!!!!l!!Fll!-IIB,l!!I!!!!!!! ___ ..._ ____ _ 
TABLE · 29 
--- . + --
- - WAITING TIME DENIS ITV FUNCTION Pi (X) -
SINGLE SERVER MODEL 
. ~ . ' .. . ' . ', ·."· . . . 
.. 
ERLANG SERVICE TIME 't~t:TH PARA"ETERS K AND -- HU -
: ' ',' ' ' . \ ' ' ~ . . '· . . . . . 
. . ' 
lAMDA : ... · s~oo - .. ,- -. 1< = -- 5~ -- HU ~- s~ao - . 
- - '~ ~ .. .e:;, El> -~ ~ ~ ~ 0 ,c;;;)<tiS) <3 ~ - -Q c.a e·Cll)<@ e o d:><!£1> c -c-e ·<ia> ~ ..- "'11!:1 ~ ~ ~~~ e;, ~ ,i;w-e ae:i, Ei) a-EB .,s -~ -=i Gt e:- lillW!>e:'I 
. ' . . ' . ' . ' ' ' . . ' . . . . . :, . ~ ,... . ::· ' . .  
•- X _ --_ · -Pi «·X) 
. . . ,, .... ., .-.. 
1 ~~E). . 
- o5i-1537250S7~-5·5E~-ot · 
• I .- • ' • , ~;. ·; • " '• ' ' ,.i • • • 
. _ . \ -__ o,34-Eili j.-6,,3829'~·9E -t,/·01· ·_ 
_ :·:::,(/l·2ff783!l19"t.96~E+·o1:t , ... 
. ··,ot982ll1r625-9773~£+:01 •. •--
. ;.o:1t5'3938ll677D034E·+·tJri · -
.. ·. o119,.272~S23ti'i:'~+'tl1 
· -- o·g17·7s~1+6443~-16E+l0Jtl· 
· -_-_ ---~_-_5·93 __ 1,?1&_-,
1
·_·~---:699'+_. -e:_--_-_+-o_. o- · 
• 1 l • . ·_; l 1 ··. 
. _- o5098-3104·ttr1-g7·0SE+OtD -· 
< • ' • •••• ;· • , • : •• ... • ·_,-' t '._ ... , . 
- o·3-6086130375801E+OO . - , 
· __ , -_ ·: --- e2~14.52534614'-23E+;oo - ·· ·, 
- --_ ·: ·_ e-'1ll+-82571·34ll9603E+OO · -
·,: @78~l3i4'26028ft.61E0 ·01 : -
'. J_ ,, ' • ,··· • • .• ,· .• • 
_ ~3-·1-8656.6591S7-16E•041 -
•_ e60218359038296E$02 
• , 1 .•• • •• 
, ~. ••. .1 " .. ,: ... ; - • - •. • -. 
' . 
•, 
· e'i066327ll950317.E .. 82 -
• 1·oa.1·3s1-9s63675Ee>o1- -




-__ -- :.--3·14_71)997·stu3638E+oo. 
. ' : - 1 ', ~ . ' ~ . . ' . 
-@47'3\.S350286484E+o:o 
.-·so9l155S'i9t·.04 tlOE+O 0 
.• 7-483:3726882935£+00 
. ,. .', . ' .. ,,, ' . ' ·. 
<a 88376i92-137579J3E•·oo 
... . ' ' . . ' ~ ' ' 
·e991·-a·7779426S7SE~Otl 
@ 95537799596786£+01 · 
o-8'067991ft3552-78E+no _ 
- 0710816174745-56E+001 
' .. "·"· :.:. '.' ' 
_-_ :: .. :. -~Q.99153*920 xx 
. . . ' ' 
_: iEEJ -__ 
. ; . . . 
' : 
·. - ·-··· --.-· : .• @ 9908'1206 




. . . 
--- ! .. : c,,o 99f.l27208 XX 
· + - e:1i892507E•Oi ("~El -· 
- WHERE o - LEAST SQUARES RESIDUAL: 
~ ; . ... . ' ), . t . 
. ® 
EE= 2a71828~828459 
• .· • r . ' ":' 
. {il\ 
- -. - •/' . ': 
·'. .•. .. " -
XJt = ABSCISSA VALUE o · AREA = 
" ·--. -~- -· -······ • •- • .. , .• ,,.- ,· .. • ~-•- ··----,- •---~,-- ,- -- • ·--- .. ,_ • -- -----·.·-s• ., - ·-., -·- ---,,,--,·----- -~;c -- -- -~ 






































WAITING TIME DENSITY FUfi\lCTlON P1L (X) -. 
' . ' . . 
SYN~LE SERVER MODEL -
- ·POISSON ARRIVALS WITH ·PARAMETER LAMDA - f ) • . 
. 
. ' ~ . • • 
- ERLANG SERVICE) TIME WITij PARAMETE~S K AND HU < I 
·, I " 
lAHOA· = -.- SeOO - -K : - -5@. -
~-~~~-~~~~~·~-~--~~~-~~~~-~-~~~-~--~-~-.~~~~~~~~-~~~~ -
. 
o s 11s 37a·s·o·575 s5e:-+ o 1 




- • e·1982llft'62-S'9773it,E+O:l -
,,,' ' ' '. :· ,-,. 
@i53938(D6770034E+O·t 
•• ,.. • 
• ' • 
' < ,'. 
_- -e-1i9ft.2722.523:t77.E+·o1 
,_ · . 
- ",- r • 
· a917-181tit6443416E·+t!r0 
', 
-- ' . '"- ~ 
Q 69 31~11a<tl5 sg-94e:+o o --:· . . ' . 
-;., 
o 50.98 3·1:tllt1f1.97 051E +DO -
-- &36086~3837580±£+00 
-;0··2·411t.52534614·23£·+00 
• • ; 
, • · • • ·_ ~. r ·. 
. -. ·1 · ·-: 
· oi48:2S773iJ.09603E•roo 
- / i - -_' - - • - - -__ . 
· - ®7,3-9~14?~,-2-s461:~--01 -
.- Q 55 jt86"!56639'i 5116'£.e:1 0·1. 
-_ .o6021ff359B.38296E-a02 
.. 
~ . ·-' " 
Pi(X) 




· @'i."232062.S782013_-_-E+!lff' 1• ' . ,. . ' ' 
' . 
o19380432367325E+OO · 
- @276306·8Of799.lt84E+O 0 





· --. o 7355s:2~1os4a2SE+o·o i 
: o79641.5D7999420E+OO -
. . . . ' ' 
~7179~816970825£+00 
- o 626379304611? %-·SEt-OO 
o55217358~69963E+80 
,_, '_; ,,, '..... . '! . . ,i. <··> . _, : ' :··- . ~·. . ' . -: ' '' ' .· . ·--'.. • --' ' . ,, .• . ' . . : .. -· . -· :. " .. : ' ' . ' . ; ·- .. ,. 
. -
- -- WHERE 
·_ -_··-----APPRoxrJ4ATE'··co·NT·tNuous:FUNCt·x·oNJ 
r 
• ,.: L 
, o , • 
--•' ~-~·~~-~-.~~~~~~~~~-~~--~~~~~~~ . . ' . . . ' ' . . ' ' . ' . · .. •. . '.· . : . . . ~' ' . . ~ . ' .: ' . . 
-
-
2 o 11sis18-28 459 
. . ' . 
- . 
•- -, ··,' ~ '• 
- -
:- · ·. ~2e 6592391 -- )()( 
-«EEl --
- .. '. ' 
' 
: , _·_ -2~ 16084tl9 
« E E »- :· -- -
· LEAST· SQUARES RESIDUAL= 
07096262;£-+0_i 
,- • j 


















WAITING TINE DENStTV FUNCTION P1CX) 
SINGLE SERVER MODEL· 
POISSON. ARRIVALS·_ WITH PARAMETER lAHDA 
. ' ' ' : . . ' 
. ' . . 
.c;i.ti.iG!:l~......,,.ee~-~~ .. a--~~--'~o'le.>c~ .. ;;.,HG>-G:il> ... 'C!P.::;:,.a,cs~e.is:rh\'C3--~e"2!>eee131!>c:D9G,0°e.cs>e-- . 
. ',' ' ' . ' . . . .. ; . . . ' '•_ . ' . ' . . . . . ' 
·-_ ERLANG· SERVI-CE· TIME WITH·. PARAMETERS K AND MU 
._ ·'.··· ' : ' .. ·..,. .- -,· ; ; : . _- '. ,,.· -· . ' . 
liMOA : ·. 5~l0Gl ··: ·:·· · K =. 5 o . , ·t1a, ~- 50 4·0 
~~~~~~~~-~~~~-~-~-~~~~-~~~~~~~~-~~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
.· . ' . . ; : .. . ,, •, ·. . ' . . . . . . 
.·· 'M'·· 
. . ~ 
. . ' . .• ,,,. ' 'G!ll~-~-
. . . . . . . ' . 
. (ij·_i916a,·g'f-2969Q55E0 Di --· c·s1ts117·,2~.1is7s·sse:+1i:1. ·• · 
. c34621167'382949E+Oi --
. ~'2S18'3819·6·14·1+96.2E·+o1 ---.. 
·-_- '$/1l9820i"\62~9773~E•·o1. -
. o6143~:3·Sai607D6E·-.01· 
·-e--i·tog·945·,1·&nss1e:·+o-ri! .· .·. 
. . ' . . _. '' ' . 
· ei!i39.381li77D0-34E+tl'1 -· 
-~ 11 g4272zs2·31:77E+'«»1 ·· 
·it11i1a·4 ... 64:431+:1t6E+rro · -
.@693'1471"805"5994£~80 .•. 
· · ~so·gs3r10:401.g105E+oa1 · 
·--·@36D8613ll375801E+oo·' · 
. · 0·24·11f52534·6-.t-4·2jE-+OO 
. .. ,. ;,·' . . ' - ,. '. 
· · ~-1i.·e:25773·4·crr9·6·tl3E+oo· 
· ..• 7893'1426028.461E~Ojt··· 
. :~.li865663:91.:5.716E~01 
. ,, . . ' . . '.·. ' . ' ' 
o60Z183·sgoJ8296EQ02 -. 
. _,_,__ ... 
~~66809,9926376E+OO 
. . . . ' . . . ' . . 
C)22ft86l.37370491E+OO · 
o 28%445'762613428E+OO 
· ·® 34285~:J:28:910 9:e,e:·+·1rlo· 
· e39950528.74088 .. 3E+OO · 
; ' ,1, ' - '·· : ' 
o ~5·2·116·39·2·07 8 4JJE +tltl · 
. , • , I' •, ; 
c500435i$.523.2544E+·oo· 
· ~543917fa890999E+OO 
o 56 85195.,3.2680 51 E + 0 D 
· o·s·2o·tl422S39_6416E+O 0 . 
· a43352D6449U3~8E+OO 
· G 381"74815475941E·+OO 
. APPROXI·'~AT'E' co·NTINtJOUS FUNCTION 
~ . ' ' . . ' ' -
,s.,,a ca, ~ iS!\ GI$~~ ~eD Ge, Gll€e ~ ~•-~-~ ~ ,,m!<19> ,ei:!D ._ -E!P& "21> ,_. '«!> ~· - Ea» 
- . I •' < • ·) 
. . . 
P~IXX> = · 037853677 
· · •c 93111876 
: (.££) 
• • l \ 
. ·r, . 
... ... .. ,;.;: 
' . . 
•. 
. . . 
'-' ! . 
· e'ie 0422751 
- (EE> .. -.· 
~ ~ . . . J 
- ,I • • • 
:. ~imi0707696 
· ·,+ .. ~G 23903i9i.E:~Oi · (\EE) · ..
. . . 
I •• • ~ 
xx 
. · -· WH:ERfE 
@ :. LEAST SQUARES RESI.DUAl. :: 
. . . . - . . 
·. ® 
·EE···•~ 2&71$2818.284§9 .. ~--
. . . , ·. . ·... ' . ' ' _. / . 
• • ·-.· .... '·.' '-.· • < ':!' . ·- .. •,: '. 
0 
xx~= AascrssA-VAlUE: O ·.AREA: 
_. '.,...... ' . ' . 
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I• , •• ,,. , ·- ~ ' 
• ' , • • • . - •• ; I ' ~ • <, • , ' j • • : •, '. .·_ < 4' ' ' 
oCll .-.e -~ ~ Cl:lt_ ~-,;;a.a., ,a $-GI ell> e:, _-El& rm a e, .a, QS- • ~~ Cll,;$1 e;, ,.a, ei ..... ~ e ~,«tD ~ -19 ~ "iGl\ ~cs ,:m-~~- ,s, ~~ ,e,,~ E) 4'2),. 
.- ERLANG SERVICE TIME WITH PARAMETERS. K ANO MU 
, • . ,• • . ··, J. ' • • 
. ; , 
.. :IL-AMOA-•·=: ._ ·,·s@--flO': •· · 
' ' 
a ~ ·• 
. . . . 
··.05115:31';251lS7555E+-01t-·: .:_ -
.. ','~ 346·2:1·1i~738 2949£+-0t ·_ .. 
· o,257!f3fi'i96~4962E+Oi.-· 
- a-1--98201"62S97734~E+ll1 
. ; . ' .. l. - ' ,- - .I . - ' •. ; . ·, . . 
- Qi5'393806'710ll34E+D1 
· : ai.1942722rs:23177'E+D1-
- . . : . . ,,, ... ~ :' . . . . \ . 
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. .', :·· .. -·· .... ,. 
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.- . - ·, - . . .-·· \' •' ~ . 
. . . . 
· Pi i·X.X» · := 
,. . ·: ~1.-~184329 
Q5223,790 -:, .. :: ('fZ.El ,, 
xx 
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e208i9994tl · · lfX · 
('EE) · ·· 
.XX 
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@ _ LEAST1SO~ARES RESIOUAL = 
ABSCI.SSA VALUE @ AREA= 
~ ' . . 
o 849.2074E+01 -
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· WAITING TINE QENS!T'.Y. FUNCTION. Pi (X) 
. . 
.- . . .. - .. ' ' . . . 
SINGLE SERV:ER HODEL . .- . . . 
. . ! ' 
- . . 
> • • ., ·.•, 
.· .·· ·. t>.ciISSOflj ·· AR~lVAL$'.wtTt.t PAR~HETE~. LANDA .. I ~~~~.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.~~~~~-~-~~~~.~~-~ 
; ;_ ERL.ANG ·sERVICE' TtMEi WIT:H _PARAJMETERS K AND· __ MU ' ,- . , . -· 
. . ·, ' ' : . . ·-
', 
. . . 
' . 
' . 
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, - . - - : I .. _. - . .. ' . . ' - -
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. . . . . . . - ' . ·1 
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.. . -.. 
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ABSCIS.SA VALUE o - AREA = 




WAITING TIME DENSITY FUNCTION Pi(XJ 
SINGLE SERVER MODEL 
.. P'OISSON · ARR·t·vJ.\lS·- WITH . PARAMETER, lAMOA 
. ' ' . -. ' ' . . ' . ' . ' ' ~ 
' . • . ' ' : ; • ~ •. .• . ' '. • - ! .,.' ._ • , l :( • ', .,.' ... ' ' ' • ' . . • '- ' • : • • ' ' • ' •• ' • ~~~~-~~-·~·~~~~~-~~~~~~~~~~·~-~~-~~~~~~~~~~-~~~~~~~~~ ' ' . . . . 
' ' . ERLANG SERVICE TIME ··WITH ·PARANETERS K AN'll ·. MU ' . . ' 
-. . ., '' . - - " '· ' -- . ;- -
• I • • • ~~~~-~-~~~~~~~~~~---~~~--~~~~~~~-~-~-~~~~~~-~-~-~-~--.- ' . , . . ' ' . ' . . . .. ' ' ·- . 
·, ' ,. . ' X .-.•.. · P·t·(X) · 
e5i1.S37:2505.7S55E+Oi 
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. ' ' ' 
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· .. ·o 528.3764898:771 OE+O 0 
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· (EEJ 
o LEAST SQUARES RESIDUAL.= : . , . . r.: ' ': , - • 
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· .. ; C .·. 
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WAITI"NG · TIME: DENSITY · FUNCTION Pi(){) 
•. ~ ·, ' ·, •. ' 'i ' 
SYNGLE SERVER.MODEL 
' ' ' ' . 
· ··POISSON· ARRIVAL·S"l4ITH PA~AIMETER ·LAMOA 
. . . , I . ,· ·.. . . .. . . • . . . • . ' • . . 1 . . . . ·. , 
~~~~-~~~~~~~·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
. . ' ' ' ' ' . ' ' . ' ' . . . . . 
. . . . 
· · ERLANG SERVICE TIME. WITH· PARAMETERS t< AND HU 
~- '. ' : -.·, ' . 
' 
' 
-lA/MDA ··:g. ·s;ao.o . 
. . MU = Se 20 
· -~----··~C1>0·.-~.e,a•~.eCE$-oaG3¢:!>.e~·G11•~--~~-----=-=~-,s,ea·-·~,sm,.-«2111·-E!J.-."10,a, 
' ' . ' . . . ' . ' ' ' ·, . ,' . ' . ' 
. . . 
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·._ x· . 
.. ·, .· . .. . ' 
-1111,lt ~ 
. . .• . t , ' . 
. e5ii53725~057555E+Ot· 
.··. ~-··3i.62i.i6_7.38291t9E+fl1 .· 
... · $-2sr•r3st9,~1t1+9to2E+o1t •· · 
. Gi98201·6259773~E~·tlJt··. 
··() 1539381J6770tl34E+O 1 
' . ' ' . : . 
. . . 
· · ® 1194 272.2.5231'17£+ 0 i 
' ' . ' . . . 
· @917711tft.6.44l416E'+DO 
· @49569368362427E~Dt 
. . . . . ' 
c99807336926460E~o1 · 





@ 2533··9028775692E+D:O · 
. . . . . 
. ·. o69'31471·B·tS!;9'914E'~OO . 
.. e509,j3i'.0"40:l97.·0:~~+$l(l .· , :,·. 
~3608613937§88!£+80 
:,,••' • ' ' ' ','•«, • 0 ·,,' C ' ! 
.. e286996~328:ifo.\·1'E·+flfl 
-~ .. :so·.ae;,a:s·6s60277.9E+ 1ro··. ··· 
· o32550394535065E+OO . 
·. o2~'i452$346'14.2;3E+O Q .. ·_ 
• ·-·· e1l~8257731iflr96i03E+tl0 . 
•· .o.78931426028461:Esttli '· 
, ·-•·,' ,: .• - 1 · ' ' 'I ' 
·. · @3'431·tt5.504593.35E+OO · 
· e36.lt017·3-3756065E+OO 
.- ' ' --~ ' .· . . ' 
·. @ 3·:l865&6;3'91.!i7 i:6:E0 ·0:1. . . ... · ; . . 
' '; - ·'· . . 1' -
· o287381052.97089E+DO 
.... .- . ' '{'. )· . . . -
® 22-4·7·s1.a6·2s4s,01e:+·o o · 
' ,·. ' ' . 
·· e6021835903:8296E~D2 .. e 19854339957237·£~0 0. 
.. 
· Pi f XXJ = 
·I ' 
WHERE I . 
' _,: - ··- - .. ,- . .. . 
~~~~~~~~~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
. . . ' . 
.. · ' 
. , 
~ . ' . ,; ... . ' . 
. ---. •:--,- ;.-· .... -·- .. 
. . . . 
• ~ • u • • . 
· -· ·e,1 e832i 030 
. . :_ (EE) :-
<i!m2@ 6175171 ; · 
· (EE) . · 
...... ~104688708 
<EE> > · 
xx 
LEAST SQUARES RESIDUAL:: 







WAITING TIME DENSITY FUNCTI0N-P1IXJ 
. ' ; 1.-
. . . 
SI"iGLE s·ERVER HODEL. -
. . . 
• , · · - ·po1S:SON, A·RRIV-ALS WITH.· PARAMETER LA HOA · .
. . , ; . . ' . . . . . ·~ . ' ' . . 
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et. -ea. cs~ e. .~ E:3 -~ -e;.'!14\iO·~ • e ~-$-CiiP •--er.•~ ·l!Dlt iin.~ Qll> Cite-CD C'1ll ·~~<a .a,._$..__ ~ ._, ~ ._. '9 4lli9 ..:a <Glil, 11$ ~ ~-Gm. et Ol'&t. ~ ,Eli3ll~ 
· ERLANG SERVICE TIME -WITH.: PARAMETERS K ANO MU · 
. I 
'' ·: • ; ,· . . . . . • . ''. . ' : .1. . - •. ' • . . . :. • • : ' : .• _.. ' . ' . • • • . ', • • . ' . 
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.A 
. ' . 
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. , - . 
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· . e19-s··21l1'62~97llt+E•o1··: · 
0 t·53,93806770'034E+D1 .-. 
, ~11942.722-5231771::+0i' 
·_ o9171@4~6~434t6E+oo. -·, 
.. _'',e6'93147i805599·~·t+@n .. · . 
·o50983i'040197.1J5·E+"OO ·_ · -
Q 3·6 o a fii 31375 ero :tLE~+Oll 
.. -_-. $-2 .. :jt~52S346·14·z3E+OO 
.oi43.25771J4096ll-a·e:+oo 
--- ~:18931J!J,26028461:E-.01 -
· ..... ~·-·i1s-s5·66:S~9t s·,1ae:c,01 - · 
. ' . . ', . : ; ' '.,· . . ' ~ '' . ·. 






. @ 1141~36893-7969E+OO 
. ·. :'·(i 1l'29S72ff4S .. 99543E+Otl. I • 
. . 
~140,48~0D58088E+OO 
- @15@l406S99_044·8'0E+tl0 · 
e15853123366833E+DO 
- @/i6!S3642SQ54073E+OO 
-. -.@171'69563472271E+·o 0 
- '@17~:71789,026260E+'OO 
o ·1815 665 28975 96'E+O 0 
.. -. "1,a.02·020698786E+·oo 
'01~6~4087512493£+00 
~11~73-355g32402E+oo· 
@ i0'1·123642176,39,E1}0 0 
.. + .,. ,. ·. . .•.. ., . .. . ... '· - . ',·.~·- . -:' . .. . --:· ,__ ..... ·' ._' ~·· ...... ·.-· .. ·:.. . ·. 
. - . . . . 
·· -. _ 
1
·A:PPRot-rHAT·E·'·:coNY1K1uous' FuN-cTtow . 
. . •· . • . • ,: • : -· ! ' ' . • . • t . ' -.·' . ! : 
' . . . 
~-oiim_eei., -sQe.~m . .s,,e>_~~ ~~e<€3>•a>·>!§!l·99_-a~-c;;i,·-• ~~·i5iil)I ::a 
,· f .· : . . . ' . . : ; . ; . . : . . . ' . . . . • . 
:·_'.- ,:_ ~1--.:e:121030 - Xlt 
~,fi<85~7-379 - ; · · (lEE} ?-
, ' ,; . . 
. . 
-- :··.-•:--~1.e4688708.- . Xlt:: 
(EEl ··•·-· 
.. · 
,.. . •, ~ 
.. 
'o - LEAS1f, ,SQUARES RESIDUAL·=-· 
,;- . . . . . . ' . . . ' . 
- . . 
. . . , . -
ABSCISSA·· VAlUE 
"' : ~:~ 
~ • ,, ·r-, ?;~,". 
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WAiTI NG TIME DENSlTV FUNCTION. Pi IX) 
SINGLE SERVER MODEL 
' '. . . , . . 
.- • '". 4 
· · ··. ·potsso,w ARi-~1rv11rtLs· wtT·H·'PARA'METER· LAHDA' 
' 
c::i ·-eia -ac <ll1i!> cw ·e :c.::, - .ai @l.<m $ ~ e e eel) ~ oiD ~ ~.i"E@c., ca --~ a -·¢!8 EO-cg & <&-CE»:G ea .a·~~~ -e e;a <I>-GD.mi <'!::9 Ea .a~,. Q 41\ialt,ei;, 
• ,,' • • • • -: • ' C •• • •'• • : '• ' ; • • 
.. i • 
. . - - ,ca,.-, .;r::::;, Clo)~ <I'.> - 4'.!>. - - :__;Eli-= C!SI - ~ Ei;i; C3 Q:>c:a, ~ ~<$> =- -El 1131 Q. -- .ea) - - .Gl!I ~ <Sill - cm, 11$ -- - .c;..Cll> -~ ca- <at <i3 -
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' ' . . . , ~ . 
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· · __ · .,35·0. 8613037-~8-0i.'E+OO 
. ~ .. . ,·, ·: . . . . . ' . 
. . ·. $ 2if.jlft5·25:34514::23E,+O 0 
·· ,~ 1.·s2:;7.734 o,6·tl3E* o o 
... @78'93iiJ:26fl281+6'1E•Oi .. 
. ' '. ·-- . ' '-, . 
-•·.·. • 318656'6391·57·1·6£• 01. · 
' • • "' • • C 
· -· e6021835903:8296E~02 
' ' 
• J - : 
,-. . . 
,Gt E> ~ E;) v::g 
.. 
056789493188262E~o1 
. •· , . 
I @686474Jl32100 0.6E·o·1 
' ' . . 
t,7ir91 Ot12,~0-17tl96E-Oi 
~ / I , • 
· @78'632.831573486\Ee»Oi · ·. 
• • • , • I , ' • ' , • 
. ··. , 0Si825.77043771'i7E--Oi .· 
. . ' ' . . . . . 
. . . - . . 
· e 8'+:65,1611.7't53·58E,a(l1 
s 869.32 21956491SE'-O 1 
. . . - ' ' . ' . 




.. ·. s 95·5253z4-IJ!t46.35E,a,(li 
·01. 737 8.~itl'92 050 0 SE,_ fJ i 
e 5797 906.18.982 3·2E0 01 
e510426890105U1E~o1 
. '. '! ' t • ' ,. 
APPf.eO)C!MttTE CONT·t.N:UOUS: F·U'N'C'TI01N. 
,. . . ' . . ' .,,, ·;' .. i . ,'.'-. . . ' . ' . . . ' ' 
~.EO ~ Ciil<al) _E& -lii!lDC!O -G).¢1> Cll>e ~ ;o·-$ $Qell a). ;a· -e>~ <e $ te~ ~ e, ,e., p e;., ~ 
. :. ·, ·. . 
-.-· - ~-- .i. .. ' ~ 
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(EEJ · · · 
.. ,., ' 
... _ . " ... 
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·«-EEl · · 
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~-· ---- -•---~- .i.L __ 
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TABLE 38 
WAITING TIME DENSITY FUNCTION Pi(XJ '. 
SINGLE SERVER.MODEL 
·· POISSON ARRIVALS WI.TH PARAHE·TER LAMDA 
ERLANG SERVICE TIME MITH· ~ARAHEJERSK ANO HU 
- ; 
' 
- LAHDA: iOe·flO -·l;_ . · 'i ·- 1 K··:·, So: .. ·•--·-_ 
. . : : 
' 






. ~-257838'19644962£+01 -' 
' 
' '. . ; 
~ 1'98201'"62597734£+·01 
@·1s3g3sos7100 31+E+o1 
. ' • . - ' ' L, 
(j) i 19Jti·2?22-s23177E+ll1·-
-. -o91778,.lt64~3416E+OO 
.... ,, '~ . ; . . . ,, .. ' ' ' , .,_ 
0693.1·%7.180559·9-~E+OO -__  
. . . . . ., 
0·509831:0-i..tl197;05E+OO . 
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' ~' 
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· ·e 201J0635862"350SEe01 ·· 
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. . ' 
a96298480B33875E+fl0 
.· . 'APPRO)(-I'.MATE·· CONTINUbu:s- :FUNCTION ,· - ' . ,~. 
' ' .. • 
' j • 
' . . 
~1@3240178 · xx 
fEE) ·. 
. . . 
' . 
.· . _,· ®1l,0:3i63114 xx 
@59238143 (EE) · 
•· l. 
. :i,. r""' • .,·. ' • 
. '-1031'99287 ;· xx . 
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. •, ~- .,..; .. . . ··- .' .... '. . 





ABSCISSA VALUE • · AREA = 
·TABLE 39 
DENSITY FUNCTION P11XJ \ ·i ~ . 
SINGLE SERVER ft0DEL 
· 'POISSON, A'f~RIVAlS: WITH· PARAMET·ER· ·(AMOA· ' ··: . ·, : . :. \ i- ' •. ' ' ' 
. ' ' : j . ' ' . 
. ' 
····x. 
· · ··. • ;s11:s·37·2s1rs7·s.sts:E+·1r1 -
.·e.3462116738'2949E+Oi· ··· 
.. · e2,sfa3s19:··. ~9to 12e:+01··.· 
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. . 
. :· . ·.·. . . · .• -.... ; .... MU = . i O ~ 8 il . 
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, I 
.. ; . 
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· • ~G93.tit7:1Js11ss9g·4:E+~oo · .; 
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- ·, -.... 
e 74·0 57-fli:6 5.216 q 2E~eU 1 
·@ 7e-·84··1:·33f97957 a2E~o1 
o :fl1·9·«; 371179_374 691:• D 1 
I . . 
. 08-.1rQ720i6$5la:4-1'3E-fl1 
- i 
e 17 0 37 0 s·\66 844 94E ~ 0·1 · 
e·tr899~38 121a~9751EEsl>o1 · 
· .09.0526~31798935£0 01 
o 91"8.3.'7341655:38 0·2EG>O 1 
o9287Bt926631'q3E~D1 
.. - I . . 
@93738745898008£0 01 






·_ ·tPAlROXI:MATE .. ;CClNTI-NUOUS. F.tJNC.lION 
.· · ~~--'11:i!Do.s•~~••-ms·-es~...,f/Sle:::) -~ ~cm~Eae.t~G><IDI ~~,,a)JlSD . . . . ' . . ' . '' ' . .., 
. . . 
. 
·.-·;'··:-
· . o 51817713 ( . . . 
•• !· ) ..... _, :• · ...• ·•. • • •. ..,' •• 
. .. . -.-. .-
· ·-ioS8319!6 (EE) .. 
, , .. - - -~2 0 8122'046 
<EE) 




e - 01130.368E+ll2 
VALUE G ,' A REA = a go oa.110 E+·oo 




-- ·- ··----~-=------!!!!!!l!l!!llllll!l!lllllll!!!Blml!!!!ll!llll!!!l!I _______ _ 
. TABLE lt-8 
WAITING TIME DENSITY FUNCTION PilX) 
SINGLE SERVER MODEL 
POISSON ARRIVALS WITH PARAM'.ETER lAMO.t\ 





·~ 153938:f.) 6·1·10 0·34:£ +:CJ 1 









e 6 02i8:J590 38296;E-O 2 










e 6676.7770 051956E+O 0 
@73790174722672E+OO 
088545906543732E+OO 
·~ 68 s145·7457·7522E +0 O 
e52845072746277E+OO 
o47D8D384194851E+OO 
APPROXIMATE CONTINUOUS FUNCTION 
-206592391 xx 
PiCXX'.t = 062102583 <EE) ... 
~65724147 CEEJ 
-201608409 xx (EEl 
~LEAST SQUARES RESIDUAL :: 
·~ 76 83-333E-t·D 1 
. 
. 
:VAtUE ··· ·· AREA 
' 
! . 
--- --------~-~-q -==-=-_w _
_
_
 ._... ____ & ___ - ---------& 
TABLE 49 
WAIT ING TIME OENs1·rv FUNCTION Pi (X) 
SINGLE SERVER HODEL 




----=~~-~---~---------~-~~-------~=~--~=---~-------~-CONSTAN-r SERVICE TIME WITH PARAMETER MU 
~51153725057555E+01 









































+ -o239D3194E-D1 CEE1 
20-718281828459 
ABSCISSA VALUE 





r.~ - - ,.-.----, ,,_, - •.• ·-- ___ --,_. --~---.- •• --,._ .. • ~--,.. ·_·;-, •·· • • -.·.,-;:· -,-;·-,--,,_ ·,··---= . "'"" • ·--- • -•- •- - ...;, ' • .. • --·,- - -·--:: --- ·°'" - '• .,. - • • -~· - -,~· - •' ><J '" ' ---~-- ·-'•· •- -~ • -· ' ·c..-~-· ,-'"·-.'--- - - • ·•,·· •-• • 




-·-- ----------------·---------!l!!!!!llll!!!l!IB!!l!a!l!ll!IIII!!!!! _________ _ 
TABL:E 50 
WAITING TIME DENSITY FUNCTIO~J ?itX» 
SINGLE SERVER MODEL 
POISSON ARRIVALS WITH PARAMETER LAMOA 
CONSTANT SERVICE TIME WITH PARAMETER HU 
- lAMDA = 5e00 
X 




. ,· 015393806'77:00'34£+01 
Q11942722523177E+o·1 
~91778446443416E•OO 
























- APPROXIMA.TE CONTINUOUS FUNCTION 














' ' ' ' ' . 




TIME DENSITY FUNCTION P11XJ 
SINGLE SERVER MODEL 
·. POISSON ARRIVALS WITH. PARAMETER lAMDA 
CONSTANT SERVICE TIME WITH PARAMETER MU 
,, 
LAM{lA =. SetlO 
·-·=··.zz> . . 
·@ 51.1537250 57555E+O 1 
· . ~3462ii673S2949E+01 
. ·a 2 5·7a3 Si964t962E + 01 
. 4D 198·i201S2591734'E+O 1 ·. 
I'. .. -. , . ·-- ·- - . . .. 
. · ... 015:39:390·677003.ft.E+01 
@11942"722523177£+·01 
· ... ~91'77'84464ft3416E+OO 
~69Ji4713055994E+OO 
e5 0983104.ll19.705E +O :fl 
.. · 0360861303.158 01Eia0 0 




... ··Q '.318 65 663915.716E-O i 






















.- ? @ 11~ 5 ·"71 Im l!!:' 4 









c-~-.·,·· .- --·-·c:,.- --, .. ,,,._- --~ ___ _,, ----.-- -----.~-----·-- -·· _, --=· - ---o--·.,... -





' , . 







WAITING TIME DENSITY FUNCTION PilXJ 
SINGLE SERVER MODEL. 
POISSON ARRIVALS WITH PARAMETER LAMOA 
CONSVANT SERVICE TIME WITH PARAMETER MU 









~ 6931ti7.180 5S994E+O 0 
o509631-04019705E+OO 
~36086130375801£+00 
~ 2414525:346142'3£•0 0 
~t4825773409603E+80 
o.789314260 28461E-Oi . 
.o:3186566'3915.716E-01 
.6U218359038296E-02 
















APPROXIMATE CONTINUOUS FUNCTION 














e 900·5627E+O 0 
......... 
TABLE 53 
TIME DENSITY FUNCTION ~Pi ( Xl 
•s.INGLE. SERVER MODEL 
ARRIVALS WITH PARAMETER lAMOA 
-CONSTANT SE.RVICE TIME Wif H PARA}1ET£R fYJU 
·. )( 
· .· "·· 5 .... 1. 1537.2505"7555£+01 
' . . ' . . ' . 
e::JJ.t62.1167382949E+0.1 
· · .. · .. ~2s·12r3819644962E+o1 
· .. ~.19820162597.7.34E+01 
.··_._· ~15393806770034E+01·. 
. .· '•, 
· oi1942.72252.3177E+01 
·· .. e 917.18446443416£+:!) 0 ·. 
·. Q 69314718055994E+O 0 
.. o 5098.31040197-05:E+O O;,. 
. ' -· 

































LEAST SQUARES RESIDUAL= 
@ ·. 
o2315695E+01 
. -e. AREA = o9008973E+OO 
-- -----.---,-----,---............. ---------------1!1!!!!!!1!!11----
TABLE 54 
WAITING TIME DENSITY FUNCTION PilXJ 
SINGLE SERVER MODEL 
'POISSON ARRIVALS ~SITH PAR.AMET·ER LAMOA 
CONSTANT s,ERVICE TIME WITH ?A:RAMET£R MU 
t.AMOA :: .10 eO 0 
){ 
0 s11s:372 sos·1ss;E +·01 
·f)346211-67382949E+01 .· 
. . ' 
, 02.5.7838196449 .. 62~E. +01 
' ' ' 
>G 19JJ2011:625 g:,77<34E+O 1 
:01539;3 806770 034E+ 01 
.. ~:ti942.7225231-"1'7E+D1 · 
·······.·o 9,1?78·4464-43,416£+0 ·o· 
.. ·_ .. *'693:14:718055994'E+0D 
. $ 5 0 983104ll19705E+ 0 0 · 




Q 3.1865G6.3915716E-O 1 
e60218359038296E~02 

















·_ APPROXI'MAfE CONTINUOUS FUNC.TION 
~0<39941251 










--··----~ .. ~- --~----~----------
- TABLE 55 
TIME 'DEf\JSITY FUNCTION P1 tX! 
SINGLE SERVER MODEL 
P·OlSSON ARRIVA:LS · WITH PARAMETER LA M!JA 
CO~STANT SFRVICE TIME WITH PARAMETER MU 






















® 78'9.314260 28461E-01· 























- - ,-- '' • • • - • --
- -
- - L 
. ·. ~~ -.ien. ,~:~ -l!!!i, «!!a--=:> c:;:;;>_,cs::ni· ~JCD-."CS,l :'CD .=c;a. 111:CD'~ -lirz=t -ca, ·Q 4551P .cm. .Gi=i) e:Jt·,<e::D ·<CiD :'IEEll ~ s(D ~ CA ._. 
= 0 894645'74 xx ( EE:t 
r'" 
-.98980322 xx 




. 0 2336523E+O 0 















TIME DENSITY FUNCTION P11Xl 














o.i 5393801577·0 o:J4E ..g .. 01 




.·.·. o509,8310tt·o19·105E+fl0 · 
. . . 
{l) 366 861'3 03 758 OiJE+OO 
~24145253461423£+00 
@14825773409603E+OO 
.·.· e 789.31426;()28461E=>01 




MU = 10 ~ ltO 

















APPROXIMATE CONTINUOUS FUNCTION 
--0 9·3111a··:ro xx 
' ' 
. ·. @37853577 tEEl 
-1.-0422751 xx 
tEE» 










.. TABLE 57 
FUNCTIO~~ Pi< X) 
SINGLE SERVER MODEL 
ARRIVALS WITH PA-RAM'ETER lAMOA 
. .-· . . .. __ . . . 
. .. _ ·. . 
·_·· ;s1:1s·312,sr1s1sssE+o1 
. '-. ,' ·. · .... '. ' . . ' -.- . . . ·. ' ·: '' 
·. ·_·,o'34621167-362949E.+0·1 
... · .. ·.·. ~25i'8~8196i.~962£i-01 
. . ·._·. ·' 019820':t..16259·77·3.4£+01 
· ··~1539380677If03ftE+01 .· 
. $11942t72.252317'1£+01·. · . 
· .. · .._ e9177844.6·1+42l4161E+O'Cl 
... 06.93147180:55994:E+llO····_ 
... · _.·_ -··_ .oS0983illq.019705E+Jlll-
e36Q861,3(l31.5801E+O 0· 
··~_.21+14525346142:JE+o.·o· 
.- .. · ... · ~1482517\340.960-3E+O D ·._ .. 
. 
. 
·. 0··7s9·31~260 28461E-fl1 •- . 
. . . 
e·-3186566-391 S716E--Oi 
a60218359038296E~02 
MU = 100 20 
























. · ~1451232E+01 
TABLE 58 
WAITING TIME DENSITY.FUNCTION P1CXJ 
SINGLE SERVER MODEL 
POISSON ARRIVALS WITH PA·RAME.TER lAMOA 
CONSTANT SERVICE TIH:E WITH PARAJJJETER MU 














.. ·'il. i %82577:340960 3£·+0·0 .. 
.. -·~ 789314260 28 461E-O 1 
. --· -·. · .. o31.8.65663915'116E~Oi 
. .. ; 
. 
·. 

























· o 44140 OOE+O 0 
TABLE 59 
TIME DENSITY FONCTION Pi(X) 
SINGLE SERVER MODEL 
ARRIVALS WITH PARAMETER LAHDA 
---·· . ' . . . 
. ·•o s:1.15:3·72 s:11·5:7555£ + 01· 






. .' ' ' 
. e69.31"it718055994E+OO 
.··oso9·s:3104019705E+OO. 
· @36t1tJ-61:iro31sarJ1E+oo · 
. . 
c24i4S25346i423E+00 




-~60 2183590 38296ECDO 2 
TIME WITH PARAMETER MU 
MU = 20060 
P1{X) 
. Q 13818144.798279:E-02 



















If c:'f=l\ q:~ .... IJ ' 
xx 
xx 
-1.~ 590457() xx 
· ("EE) 
• • 
LEAST SQUARES RESIOUAl = 
AREA= 








- -- ~. -~--
TABLE 60 
WAITING ·rrME DENSITY FUNCTION P1CXJ 
SINGLE SERVER MODEL 
POISSON ARRIVALS WITH PARAMETER LAMOA 
CONSTANT SERVICE TIME WITH PARAMETER MU 








.e693i47.18055 994E+ 0 0 
o50983104019.705E+OO 
.. ~36Cl86130375801E+O'D 
~ 24145253461423;E +00 
. oi 482577340<3603E+:Cl0 
.• 78931426028461E-U1 
· .• 31865663915716E-01 
o60218359038296E-02 .. 
















APPROXIMATE CONTINUOUS FUNCTION 
P11XXJ = . ~47993256 








+ -082156561£-02 CEEJ 
·.· WHERE 
= '20718281828459· 
· ABSCISSA VALUE ® 





WAITING TIME DENSITY FUNCTION Pi(XJ 
SINGLE SERVER MODEL . 
POISSON ARRIVALS WITH PARAMETER LAMDA 
CONSTANT SERVICE TIME WITH PARAMETER MU 









:w 69;314.1.18055994E+O 0 
, e509831:tl~Oi9705E+OO 
e36U86130375801E+OO 
- - e 2,~1-4S2'53461423E+OO 
014825773409603E+OO 
·o 78931426,02846i·E-01- ---


































LEAST SQUARES RESIDUAL= 
07545815£+01 
ABSCISSA VALUE o AREA= e9008973E+OO 
-105-
_' -.----- ·-------- --~·- --- -- -- . __ ----·- .------ ,-, -------'----~··----'----·----'- -··--- --- ---~-. 





______________ _.... ___________ _ 
I • 
TABLE 62 
WAITING TIME DENSITY FUNCTION Pi(X) 
SINGLE SERVER MODEL 
POISSON ARRIVALS WITH PARAMETER LAMOA 


















































LEAST SQUARES RESIDUAL= 
AREA: o9005G27E+OO 





WAITING TIME DENSITY FUNCTION P1(XJ 
SINGLE SERVER MODEL 
POISSON ARRIVALS WITH PARAMETER lAMDA 
. : , 
·,:a, C> - am, ·<£ill._,-, 45> """'._ -~ - - c::,, -c=>SOl:5> ED - - ·-=>GD ,m, =,, 'Clll -- ...... .....,. ,.ti:D GIi) C!l!> <e>.C:, Eiil> - c,:;o ._.cc,,...,. "'9 ,c;;;i, <C;!S, - - ,a:,, "5!11 .._, ·,mo - - ,'liS> <= 
CONS.YANT SERVICE TIME WITH PARAMETER MU 



































o 115 02·1922~J9189E+O 1 
APPROXIMATE CONTINUOUS FUNC.TION 




EE - 20716281828459 
-
















LEAST SQUARES RESIDUAL= 
03941059E+OO 
AREA= 





















.L .. · 
WAITING TIME DENSITY FUNCTION P1(XJ 
SIN-GLE SERVER MODEL 
POISSON. ARRIVAlES WITH PARAMETER LA~1DA 
.51153725057555£+01 































APPROXIMATE CO~TINUOUS FUNCTION 
-1e1316609 xx 




+ 023827083 tEEJ 
WH'ERE e LEAST SQUA~R-ES RESIDUAL 
~ 
EE - 20718281826459 o2674700E+OO • 
@ 
)()( 




-- --------- -------~--~--~~---=--=i------~!11!!!11!!!!!!!------- - - = - - - --- ----- -- - - - - - - --
TABLE 65 
WAITING TIME DENSITY FUNCTION PiCX) 
SINGLE SERVER MODEL 
POISSON ARRIVALS WITH PARAMETER LAMDA 
CONSTANT SERVICE TIME WITH PARAMETER MU 

































APPROXIMATE CONTINUOUS FUNCTION· 
082102583 
e 1 ·tlll 48 8 8 9-
--- WHERE 
EE = 20718281828459 






-2 o 659.2:3 91 
« .EE» 
~2 G 345·7454 
f EEl 
-=-2o16084()q 




































WAITING TIME DENSITY FUNCTION Pi(X) 
SINGLE SE.RVER M'OOEL 
POISSON ARRIVALS WITH PARAMETER LAMDA 
C5 - -- - -4:D - -= -- - -== - -c;;:, ci::, «:II ..... Cl> ·Cit·== ..... - ....,. - --= - - - - -a=>.-..- -- - - ~ ·-=>-= - - c:, ·-........... - 'CZI> ·- --= - - E::;) - - -- - -
CONSTANT SERVICE TIME WITH PARAMETER MU 

















































9 LEAST SQUARES RESIDUAL 
:0 
2@7·182818 28459 e · ® 2 0 8 8 O 3 5 E +=o 0 
0 





• -----= - ~ -- ---=-- - = -- - - -- - - - - - - ---
TABLE 67 
WAitING ·rIME DENSITY FUNCTION Pi()() 
SINGLE SERVER HODEL 
POISSON ARRIVALS WITH PARAMETER LAMOA 
CONSTANT SERVICE TIME WITH PARAMETER MU 





















0140 7·1813923359£ +D 0 
















m ~jE lt 
-, ~- ., 







LEAST SQUARES RESIDUAL= 
$7349087E+Oi 
XX= ABSCISSA VALUE ~·AREA= 
-111-
@ 90280 58'.E+O O 














WAITING TIME DIENSITV FUNCTION Pi (X) ' 
~INGLE SERVER MODEL 
POISSON ARRIVALS· ·wt TH PARAMETER LAMOA · · 
. .. . . : r . . . : . .. . 
ci:, -. .c.;;;, E!:!- <l1ll> e:::i, ,e:;, E3 Ea) o Ell>c a ~ ca ,ea, -- ,l£1>.11» 1:11D <= -cz Gi> 4!!!>CD. - 'Ji31D'·cta -Gi:ll ca .a, ....z,-=- ce .m <Ea> CSD ~-.-_.._ -.CE.a)- cs ,;:cm, .co ~ . - -, . ( . . 
UNIFOR~1 · SERVICE, YIME· WITH PARAMETER H 
,• . !HJ .. = .. g'321il 
. r , 
. 911 $ e=> '1ia3 GO Et:>~ c= (S!!)e e, ~CD ($~Elli ~ S ~ ~ ~~ E.::11 ~ @> ~,s CSJo ~ Ci>~~ E;:;J ell CEIi CZ::,~~ ~412i> ·.IG <1ZD im.,.m;a,a ~ ~ (9 e:i c, ~ ~ G!> 
. ' . 
.·51·:ts·:372scrs75S5E+o-1 · 
o3462ii'ff7382949E+01 · 





• . ' r• ", 
o9177841t644341GE>+t'f0 
·- . 




· · ~2~i45253~614~jE+·o,o 
. . ' . ' ' -
e4148·2,;77349qa,03E+OO · 
078931426828461E•01 · 
. -~ ' ' 
o31'86566391S.716E,ra0i . 
e60218359038296E~02 
0 3525 61.473ll4644IE•03 
~t3227,62768555E~D2 
· ·o 107. 0 21·9:27 833!i~Eei.01 
·4)32·~7iil13763560Eua0i · 




e s114·,~rc5 3 00·1«. 04E + OJl 





















E·E g 2 o 718281828459 











' I . 
; ' . } 
- ,- =- -: =-= --- -- --- --- ---- --- - - -- --
TABLE 69 
WAITING TIME DENSITY FUNCTION 1 PilX) 
SINGLE SERVER MODEL 
POISSON ARR'IVALS WITH PARAMETER LAMDA. 
. ' . 
UNIFORM SERVICE TIME WITH PARAMETER H 
. ' . . , .. . . . 
'~~-~~~~~-~~~~~~~~~~-~~~~~~--~~~~·~~~---~~~~~-~~~-·~~-. . ' 
')f •,, 
' : . . ' ' 
<S><Slle.ll 
e5i'1S3125tl57555E+Oi · 
e346?1167~,2g·49,£+·9·1 ·· .. 
o.2518;3.81·9'64496'2E+ lli · 
e!i9 820162597734£+·01.' ·· 
. : ··, 1 ' . .. ' ;· . 
@.153938067.7D034E+fll1 · 
. '·• ' •',· . -
a119.42722·5.23177E+fl~ ··· 
• ' I ~- • , ~ ; - • • 
~~1778446%43416E+OO 
! ' ' •• > • • ' ,· 
•. · 6931 ... : 47180.S59'94E·+(lfl 
' ' -
.5 09ff3104Qi.9705E+OO ·· 
. :o3608.Gi3031'58lliE+OO 
... ·• 241~525(34~':t42:SE+OO 
e1482:57714096ll3E:+·oe··. 
· e7893i42602~846iE@!>fli · 
; .. _. . . 
·_ • 31.365663g)157·t6Es0.i · 
· e60218359038296E~D2 
-
..... ".'- ,. 
Pi(X) ·. · 
• • - .1-., I • 
· 943·9:0~7813lti553E·~o3 .· 
, .42·59_8843574524Ee02 · 
' . . ' . ,. ' 
· .. ®i9tl6050GD57139E~n1 
. ' '' • 1: ' . 
· .·-s2677094936S71Eu01 " . 
- ' '. ' '1·· '••'. 
.1·1·1e.7asoo12s61E:+oo · · · 
c i971~3n1:::s2457oE>~rio· 
. ' . ' . 
s31«t2~:86310·55 42E+n fJ 
. . ·' ' 
e 4556 53 ll 1i1.9886{f.:+OO · 
.·· o621;4.fl0952339.17E+DO· -
. o 7'8'.9;·05_52:s7·3379aE+OO · 
. . ·• ' ' . ' ' . ' ' ' ' 
. ·_ o100'6??55263329E•D1'· 
.· · .:105·245-631·9-33-21E>+·o1- . 
• "j. • • • ' 
_9904444.·2176&19E+·oo . 
. · .. ·o ,2e&o.11~e-3,75455e>•oo 
~8·8,63237881660E+OO 
. ; ' . . ·: ' 
· c ~--~a e .. ·,e;;,.~ En E:ll><S;:I ~'($,-~$ -E'ii:il!9'~illa®'<O'E;>-m>"f9 ·.ise @!IO (\9 
• I • ., 
xx 
· Pi (X)C) ·::: · · • 62i:3s3147 :. 
. ,•' ·. ,, ,' ·'·,ei,1~ 18251·11 
(E_E)· '/· · 
WHERE 
.. . ·.· .·, ' ... ; 
. ·· ~ · · ·cai@ 0996985 
·-(EE»··- xx 
. ' 
'' .o. LEAS1 SQUARES RESIDUAL= 
.• . . . ~ . 
oi291124E+OO 
. --~----- - - ·--.....----. -·~- --- ....... -- . - - .• _,-- ·---~-- •- .. _ .• ~,- ·- . ---7"·~· -·---- ..,.,_.., 















WAITING TIME DENSITY FUNCTION· Pi(XI 
SINGLE SERVER MODEL; 
. ' 
i . 
. ' . 
···POISSON· A'RRIVAtS· WI:TH·PA·RAHETJER · LAMOA· 
.-. . . '· •, ; 
-:, . ,·. ' . \ 
. . ... •-
. .. . . . 
. . . . .. '. . " '·· ' -· . ' . . . • . l • • . . 
· ._, Cl!li!!> C!!l -e:!) ~.a::;;:;,-@ Clli ,Z::, <SI~ ._ 'l&-ei>. - - CD E:$l» 1151 <e). .S, ~ e,;it €i;ll ~<ii!:!I.), 112D C!!al Ga,"9$ ll!D E3 <Elil>~ ,.:c, ~ 4!!llta:i> ~Gt~ G:)1112:al> - 1118«19 ~ el1l> ..:s:!51 <£»s:, 
. tt". = · e 350 · · . · 
. . . . . 
. ~~~~~~~~--~~~==-~--~-~~~~~~=~~~~~~~~~~~-~-~-~~~~--~~~ 
. . X . 
-~51t53725DS7555E+01 
. . l . ', . . . 
e 34 6 21167 38 29 49E·+ Oi 
. ~ ; ' . . . 
~2578.181'9644962E+O~ 
" •._ ·, ' . . . 
ei9820~:62597734E~01 · 
. ' -- ... 
oi5393806770034E+01 
. .' "' 
0119'4272252!177E+Oi 
o917784~6443416E+UO · 
- ,. I - ' 
e 6 931471:'ffBS 5994E~O 0 
o50983104B197nSE+UO 
e36086130375801E+OO 
., . • l. . 
Q 2tn.14 52531t6 -1·4·231E+·fJ:O 
® 14825773409603E+'CJ"O 1 , 
07893142682-46~E-O~ 
.31865663915716E~o~ 













e 7805433tl69'J'6i 9E+OO 
. o 72il9767103_1·9 52E+OQ .· 
o66638J79285622E+08 
·o 63~03.71·797·oa 48E-e-O D 
' ·~ . . . . . . ,• 
1. . APPR.OXIM-.ATE CONTINUOUS FUNCTIO'N 
k_ . 'la_,. <St .-~ -G:!!D -.m - ..» ~ ~ s.o 1S)-C9 -. <!:!lP ~ <1iD G ~ ,c:$ -s> E3 l!=SIED .:P ~ -eit GD .e:a e 
Pi(XX> = a37853577 
.· .· ee 9"311181(6 
«EE}--·· 
· · ·_ · · -ie 0422751 
KEE) : 
~· . . '.' ' ' '' . .. 
xx 
ei io 0707696 
+ · ~o23903194E-01 IEE> 
xx 
WHERE 
XX= ABSCYSSA V8LUE 
.. 
- ..... -·· -·. --~-·-. - .·,·---- -~----~-- ~- -- --.. . . - --- • ... ~-
-~ . LEAST SQUARES RESIDUAL= 
0. 
·@. 










WAITING TIME DENSITY FUNC1ION P11XJ 
: . SINGLE SERVER MODEL 
. ' 




UNIFORM SERVICE.TIM~ -WITH PAR~NETER H 
. LANDA = ·5~·00· • ... H ·= e370 
j / 
• 
•> ' ' . . • • ' .' • ' • • l- "'' •,. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--~~~-~~-~~ 
·., 
' . •• , .I ,t '• ,. -
' ~e;...m 
, o 5115<37 250{575'55E~ 01· •-
- : - . ' . . - . . 
· ··. e 3462116738 2949£+·0·1 · · 
' __ , ( .: . -- .... ' : 
· · ~.257838i9f,~496~E·+·o'1. .:. · 
. · ·. ::-~··1.9 82ill,i]525'9773r.E'+ 01 
-. ···c1s·3gits116770031+e+tt1 
<. '~·1r19·#;2;122s·2··31111E+:cr1 • 
. . . -.~ 91·7781+46'-43'416£+ Oll. 
. . ,•: • ··. ... .· . 1·- . . . 
-.-- .6931.~71'8JJ5,s9:g4e:+·oo · 
· : e~o93·31ti40.tt~l"705i~+-·o,o · 
a36l186'i3:fl375801E+OO 
··l··21t·1·4.525·3'6··1··a.23E~·~O-ll 
'. ' • : ' ·, . . -."'.: . ·1 · .. , 
· ei482577·34'0'9603E~·oo·_-
-. o78lSlSi426.ftl28',.6i.E~O! · ·· 
-~·3t865663915716E•01 _· 
: . . . ' . . . 
· .. c602i8359fl3,8296E~D2 -
. . 
: .' . 
I 
. - . ~. 
•'. .. . ' . . ' '' .... . .. 
tD ~1!Smll :!IS 'Sit 
~23366317~52977£~01 
· .f6908831000328iE0 rJ1·· 
.. ,_ei17'73.556r47Q871E'+OO 
@ ·17·1a:-t771993.63'7E+;ll0 . 
· • 22472;111r2'3.96·3928E.,.o o 
. ·.... . . .\ : . .· ' 
.27987164258957E+OU 
© 331ra4tses2343 29E+n o 
, , I i 
·; 3·a23.0_4-66'842G5·1Et 00. 
~42-27174939346E+no· 
·o4709345.6983566E+·oo· 




· · *4lriS'93s·o63362iEvOO 
· ~38041706383228E+OO 
' , • ,'. _; I • ,. ,·:. ~.!.· · •.. 
. .: ' - ~· 
· . A·PrRoXI~1AT·E_ CONT!NJ:tlOUS· FU~CTION 










·. ~1@0707696 xx 
+ · ? e 239«1;3194Ecs01. (EE) · · 
e -LEAST· SQUARES RESIDUAL: 
. s7865360E+OO 
AREA= 
.• ......... - .. ..........._. - .. , __ -,,, _ __ :_ .... ..,..... .. •. ·----- .. - - ... ' - . --· .. -- -·. . . .... ·. . .. -~·-·· .. -.-·------ --- ·---- -·- -~ -~-.. - - -.-·· - -- - . ,~-... --~.. - - -- -.·--- _ _,_, ·- ·- --- . 
' """' ··"-· •, ------ . -·-· ·-·-- --- •--:-~.-·-·· -...·-. - - ,,,.... --- -
,.. 












I I - . -







---~ -~--.. ---~~--~----------!l!!!!!!!l!ll!a-111!!!!!!!!!!!! - - - ---=- - - --- - - - - ~--= --- - --
TABLE 72 
- WAITING TIME DENSITY FUNCTION Pi(X) 
SINGLE SERVER MODEL 
· · \j -- POISSON ARRIVALS WITH:r PARAMETER LAMOA 
. 
',, . . 





o 2578-:·l81 ~644962E +-o 1 I - • - ,- . -
- ® i9820162~9-7734.E+o·1 
@15393806770034E+Di 
c'ii942722S23i-:77E+Oi 
e 9177 8'4iJ;6~4 341 GE+·o 0 
o693i4718855994E+OO 
. : ~.. ' . ' . 
o5 09831(f40197 05£{->fjfi]-
·. c36086i~-o375801E"+-oo -
' • 1' • • ' •; , 
o:2414-5·2.5346 '1423£+ 0 0 
o 148.257.134,0.96 0~3E+O 0 
o 7 8 9314260 2 8ij'6i"Ee O 1 
a 3:18,6566391-5116Eca0i 
- $60218359038296E~02 












@ i83458089·82849E+OO · 
' ' .. , ' - . . 
e 166 fl97596·28773.'E+·o 0 







APPROXIMA·TE ··coNTINlJ'OUs· FUNCTION 
-- · -: ·-10 a:121030 
« EEl :· 
. €i)20 61751·77 
(£El 







LEAST SQUARES RESIDUAL= 
EE = 20718.2818.28459 © - -
XX= ABSCISSA· VALUE ~ AREA= 




- == -= -- - - - - - - -- -- - - - - - -·· -
. ' 
TABLE 1l 
· WAITING TXME DEN-SITY FUNCTION Pi IX) 
SINGLE SERVER MODEL 
I 
··POISSON·· .A'f?RI\fALS· ·wtT H ·· PARAMETE~ LAM'OA ·; 
' . . 
_;· ... ,. . . . . .. ,• ,. .. . ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~~~~~~~~-~~~~~~ 
.·· - UNIFORM SERVIC'E TIME. WITH PARAMETER H • • 
- ',< . • ~ ' 
' • . . . . 
I 










@1539 380677 00 34£+0.i .... 
. • ,. l ·. l: • 
ol1942722'523177£+B1 • 
a91778446443416E+·oo ·· 
•', > J I . ' ; 
. ., 
~69311)71t8ll5S994E+oo· -•· • ', ' • • -
. A 
o5 09831'0"'0197 ~5E+tl0 
a36086131l3758 tliE+OO· 
$ 2«.-i4525'3tj61423E+·oo 
' ', .,. ' . ' ' •·,, ' 
· ® i48_2!;7734ll'9fitlr3E+t1rO· ·· 
· ®··7ag;ri426'fl2·8461Ee·n11 






. . . 
· m80276131629944E~02 
. . . . ' ' 




- .,· ' '.. ' ' ' 
~3•9491834640,SOE+OO'· 




o g7 2 4998 47-4121 tE'+tl 0 
· e 115926··1703·41912£-+0'i · 
e 117 ilt8589'792252E+ot11·· · 
ot·Dt80§68.695068E+Oi 
~92698034644127E+OO-, 
- .· \ . -- . ·., -~·· ·_; . 
. .(!!$)-e e;, ~ c;i, <:P cs -s c:, 1lai3-c:.a.., -• .-• s .-·,e··~ca -tet ~ --._ ~ ~ e» - .:.;;::, . 
. . 
· 6)2 ® 2392 070 
ilEE)· ·:'._. · 
I ~ , , • 
.. •:100380423 
· (EEl , .. 
. . 







WHERE- LEAST sauARES RESIDUAL= 
0 .' 
XX : ·ABSCISS_A·· VALU.E o · . AREA = 
E3111:sm 
. . 
. . ,,, 
. . 
- ..... _,- -.,.,. -, . -·--···-· .. ,- ,_. 
i 





,· WAITING TIME DENSITY FUNCTlON P11X> 
SINGLE SERVER MODEL· 
·· ···POISSON ARRIVALS WITH ·PARAMETER 'LAHDA 
UNIFORM SERVICE TIME ·WITH f!ARAMETER H 




. . ' '' 
o 2578 3819644962E+o1.· · • . . • . • l . 
ie1982016259773~E•-01 ' . ' 
. 1·· 
· ii5393806.770DS4·E+01·. 
. ~; . . ' · .. 
·e 11·942·72·252311''1.E+Oi 
. ' . ' '' . ,· -:i. .. 





® 241,~5253~614'.'2.3£+00 · . 
c 1 1482577340·q_503·E·+oo 
.7893142602846~E~o1 
- · e31~656639157i6E~D1 
o6D2f83S9038296E~02 
. H .. : · · e 1l!3 
Pi (X) 
-----' @54922699928284E~D3 i 
·o· jJ:021:3:49!t.·3·008.42E .. 01 
· _e33071.S9ij15·e27·0E•01·-
. . e80179%528l)61.i8Ee0i' 





e 3!i9.054982fi62 20"E·+·1110· 
,·. . 
. 
@499-~16930170 87E+O O, 
' ' 
o 6%'2 2376 036 61f.it, OE+ O O. 




. . . 




Pi(XX:) = e82102583 
. "·-




XX= ABSCISSA VALUE 
... -.~. -, -1,-.,.-,... . .• ""'-~ -·-····,-,~ - " ~ ---.---··--"'-'-- ·-----~-'c- :-- - --• 
G,)2o 6592391 · 
(EE>··,· 
-2e8457,.54 
(EE) ·• ····· 








e 9ll08973E+O 0 
.. 
---- --- -----------~--~--_.....,=-------!ll!!!l!!llll!lll!!ll!!!!!!!!!!!l!!l!!!!II!!! _________ _ 
TA8LE'75 
WAITING TIME DENSITY FUNCTION P11XJ 
SINGLE SERVER MODEL 
. . 
·POISSON - ARRIV.ALS' WITH PARAMETER LAMOA 
UNIFORM SERVIC~ TINE WITH PARAMETER H 
--'e5115372-50575'55E+tl1 • 
', . . .. ,. n 
. 
@ llt1i21167 38 2949E>t O 1 ~-
. ' .. _ . -. ' ' . . : 
- .® 257_838'19644962E~tli ' ' . 
. , 
@'.i9828162~97131lf.E+ 01 
. ' '·- ,·.· ' . ' ' -, . 
ei53938067.1'·Q0·34'.E~01 · 
. ' . . . . ' 
. ' . 
- --_ -.:1L19'4272252317.-7E+(Jri · 
. . 1. . . . - ' 
~91178-'4464-ft.341.6£+_00 
-~-693.1.471.8055994£+tl0 
·. . I.. . '; 
@·59 9~ 3·1tl\(l}'1'9'70.,E,4r00l_ 
. ~-360$61I~0~7S.801E+OO· -
-__ a24145.253~6--'t4:·2:3£+00· 
















o 8997477 29r3 014 SE +·o--o· 
e 1os·2-g1·04093933e:+o i -
'- : - \ . 
. . .' 
e 10%'82tl1'3225555E+ Oi 
-_- e9fl7079279%2276E+OO . · · 
- o82423347234726E+OO 




APPRO·XlHATlE· >CllNTtNUOUS ·:FUNCTI.ON . . ' . ' . . . ' . ' . ' ' . 
. . . 
. ~- 4!!) ;19-G!I -GIE> S ~ C ~- Q5:l'c:i>- -El~~ SID e'. ~-:,m iS:\5> <l!f& ~-~ G'il- ,GI ~ 'iiG Gl> ' '. ' ' . 
-
. ._ ·. \ 
' • ~- •• - - C" ' .... : -. - '• .... • •••• • • 
-~c 99059293 
· «EE>' · · 
-· --- ' ... ' . . . . .,. ,, . ... ·.·. •. -,.,._ . 
ei ® 08!f0952 -




® 3961·47271Es.tfli «EE! -· -
o "LEAST SQUARES RESIDUAL= 
EE= 2.71aia1s2e45g o 1tl93663E+O 0 


























I . ( 
TABLE.76 
WAITI.NG TIME DENSITY FUNCTION. Pt (Xl 
~INGLE SERVER MODEL 
POISSON lRRIVALS .·WITH · PARlatlMETER LAMDA 
. 
' . ,. ' 
. 
. 
-~ -~~-~-$~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~G-~~~~•~~-~~~~~~~-~~~~~~~~~ ,_ ' .. . ' . ' . . . . ,' '• 











c 257 8 38i 9644962E+1l1 j" • I I 
e t982Dt62597'734E+o·1. 
· o 1539.3806?700:34E+01 · 
·, . ~ -
()1196f 27 22!i'23177E+fl1 
. . 
·e9i7784464'4~4i-t6E+OO _·. 
' . . ~ ' . 
o69:ii"'4718.055994E+OlJ· 
.. • 1·' ' '" 
&S0983tU4oiq1·05E+oo.· <. ' p ' 
• 
~36086~30375881E+O'B 











.. ' ' ' 













(:EEJ · .. _-
ffll&20160 8 ~-09 
lEEl. · 
. . ~ . •· 
xx 
e LEAST SQUARES RESIDUAL= 
0 
o -. · AREA·=. e9008973E+OO 
•-~ -,-- -·~- - -- • -•---- -~- --- --..--• ..,_,_ --
-,.- - -.- '"·-·Cc·. ,···--· r.-•.•,.--.,• ••-;• •. --, •. • ••• •--~· •-a···•• 









WAITING TIME DENSITY "FUNCTION P1(X) 
SINGLE SERVER MODEL 
' . 
PO·t·SS'ON ·ARRIVALS WITH ··pa·RAHETER lAHOA · 













- s 1':JL94 ',!'722 52311'1E+01 
-_--- e 9 t:77 8 4464431+ 1.'6E+ 0 0 -
. . 
-. •.,- ' ' ' 
' . ,. 
-.G93i~1t8055994E+·oo 
·_ • ~509$310401'97 05E+OO 
• 3fftl861 ?f03758 OiE+OO 
- a24''14525·346142.3E+OrJ - _-













· @ 3titr57384-4~·32 83E·+ 0 0 
. . 
. . 
. . ' ' 
-, of44339329004288E+OO I 
• • • • 
- . ' 
. --_- o 51 Olt,435.667038E+OO · 
o57919.8360it4312E+OO . 
~. '.. . ' ; . 
. . . 
-··e629952S-4993439E+OO 
• ' • I . ' ' 
c 6991t~·o1 s·14s3 o:2E+·o o -









-··-· ~8 93111876 
«££) ·-<-. 
xx 
-- + '-0 53814762 .· 
· -1 ® os.·2,2111 
(EE> 
~1.@707696 xx 
~ - ~o239G3194E~01 (EEJ 
a LEAST SQUARES RESI-OUAl 
8 
- 2c 71828182.8469 &2663941£+00 e ' - . 
e 
.... ABSCISSA V~lUE AREA ...... e9005l54E+DO - 11:C:1> 0 -
- fS121 Gaf 













{ . ' 
•J 
. TABLE 18 
· ·· WAITING TIME DENSITY FUNCTION Pi (X) 
--· StNGlfE ·SERVER MODEL 
. UNIFORM SERVICE TIME WITH PARAMETER H 









I • , ' _. • 
e i 539·3fl067!.7 o o· 34E + o 1 
@ii.942722523177£+01 
. ';;" : • C.· • ! . . : 
e911'184f\f6'f+4341'6E+O O : 
... ; ' " ., . : ' ~ ; . 
s G9J1lt7iflft$,S,994E+OO ·· 














e 3806l&il0299'07 23E~01. 
e94591140147070E~·o1 
' ' 
@ 1a-0:1 .. 1292·0 2 27 :o SE +·11 o 
@ 31llt0169.382·og 5:SE+·o 0 
e 47962498664856E+oo· 
. - - '. 
et&9284·2·12589264E·+·no 
j915.87066650391E+OO 
. ~. . . ' ' : 
o '1'16858482.360 ·s:.·E+O 1 
· ·@ 13-frO 27163366 7 OE+ O 1 
0 ·16 2S 217·oa·«J'1163E+O 1 
· Q 15396965146065E·+o1 
.t2589342594147E+01 
APPFto·xtM'ATE ·.··toNTI NUOUS ''.·'FUN'lt}'.l'ION 
WHERE· 
. . . 
~~---~~-~~~~-~~--~~~~~--~~-~~~-
.•.; 
. ·+ . · o 53944057 
.Q 
~ • .. . • .. • • t 
@ 
, ·~ie40057~0 · 










LEAST SQUARES RESIDUAL: 
o1863245E+OO 
XX: ABSCISSA VALUE AREA= o999~252E+OO 
~.:- - _____ .,. . --·-- .- ., .. - -----·----,.,..-~-----~-- --,-·----'-,--. - -- . _.,,,,.._ 








WAITING TIME DENSITY FUNCTION P11XJ 
SYN-GLE SERVER MODEL · 
Pot·ssoN··ARRIVALs··-wt·Tf,i' PARAMETER 'it.AMOA .. · ... 
UNIFORM SERVICE TIME W.ITH. PARA.irtETER H 
. . 
'> 
. ,, lAMDA : 20G00 
~~~~~~~~~~-~~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~~~~ 
. ' . : . ' . ' ' 
. ~- . 
.. #\ 
~S115372505755~E+Oi 
. . . ; ' ' . . 
· _@) 346'2t.i67382949£+'0i 
: . . ·- . -, 
o25.7838196449G2E•01 . 
:, e·1.'982016i5.977ZifiEtJ«li .· ... 
' . I . . I .-:. . . . . . . : . . . 
0153938061700'34£+01 · 
·. ei1942722523177E+Ojt · 
. · '·;~ . . ' '' . . . .. 
· · ®· q171a·1t46ft43416E-+O 0 
o6931.~71'8fll55994E+ll0 
: e5098.,31.81J.01'970"5E+ll0 · 
'o 36 O~E.b1!0a15li" O.iE+tlO . 
o.24~4S2531t6i4.2JE+O O_ · 
e14g2§7734D9603E+OD 
. . . . . . . . 
· · ;7·893142602846if:s01 








o6357.492931g6~E. ~01· .· 
. : . - . . -
. ~13256013393~02E+OO 
o 22sa?1tOJ.Oti322E+o··o · . 
e356640~3494415E+OO 
e sot·71~i3175964E+o o 
· e68-1&·&g6198273E+OO 
· e8604'41t42653656E+OO 





.. i\:PPRtrlXIMATE COttTINUoU·s; "FUNCTION 
. ' . ', .. ' 
.· ·-2s65~239i. · 
<EE) · · 
a, 2 8 814f5"7454 ' 
(EE) ·· 
xx 
· .. "Cil2@ 16tl80t09 xx 
· fEE> ··• ·· 
· LEAST SQUARES RESIDUAL= 
02432600E+01 
e AREA= e9008973E+OO 
.. 123~ 
--· ---.-,--,,.--:--.•::.7:,- --- •. ---·- ···--·· ---· '"", ,- .... -. ____ . .,_......_ __ ~--;-















-- -:::·~-= - - ....: -- - --- -- - .. - -~- - -· - - - -. - ---
· TABLE: 8 0 
WAXTING TIME DENSITY FUNCTION Pi(X) 
SINGLE SERVER HODEL -
' . 
. ···. ,., .. · ,· -··poISSON' Af.tR,IV.At·s WITH • PARA!1.ETER· .L.AM:Ola 
UNIFORM SERVICE:TINE WITH PARAMETER H 
')(·· 
·- '·· ' ' . '• 
. ~-'GiF1-
... 






. _,.. ' '.. .. ·. 
@ 1-·194·2722 5·2·31··11f + 01 
-~ 9':ll:77 ft44644'lJtt·1J6E+·1ro 
• . ' • ,· • . ' > '· - • 




··t-- -. ' . • 
- ~tt~·a2S?73:4o·gso:JE+no·· 
; ' ' . - ' . 
_· o'78tg3142602't~l461JEa;Oi_· 
• . ·. . - .- -·-, • r - . 
@<.li86566!9J1S7 i6£ED 01 · · 
e60 21835903·82g6E~02 
' .. \ ... ,,· ' 
. ,.. ._ , , _.. ·'.·'-'.,·.,-.cJ ••.•.• " 
0 65724147 ·. 
WHERE· 
XX= ABSCISSA VALUE 
I ' 




o 8245'339 0·1631t 2·2E~o1· · 
@14271324872971£+00 




· ~5&901·g39g1osa9E•no ·. 
.6soooo4s2gg530E+no · 





. ,_2@6592391 .. 
(EE) · 
· · ~, ~2 e:84S71454 
«·tE) . 






LEAST SQUARES RESIDUAL= 
AREA= o9ll08973E+OD 













'---------=--- - ·- - ___ .- -, - ·-' =-=- --- - - - - -
·TABLE 81 
WAITING TIME DENStTY FUNCTION PiCX> • 
SINGLE SERVER MODEL 
· .. ·POISSON · ARRIVALS WITH PARAMETER lAMtOA 






·. · o 19820':1L1625977..3HtE+n1 
·. ®,1s~9.3:ao6i1,0;034fi+·o1 .. · 
· · eii.942722§23177'£+01 · 
·. ti9i178:4464434i.6E+OO 
. ' - ' ' . . . ' . . ' '• ., 
· ·_ .. o'693i&e:718(l55994£+00 
.. c509831.040i97·05E+ lfJlll . 
· ·. e 36'(l8Ji~3(f3.758·01.£+·oal 
. ~ 2ii?14S253461_4 .. 23E+OO 
._ Q1.4·e2:57734096 ... 03E+OO · 
a789J1426028461E~Dt · 
· @31.fJ656:639:l571'6£,s,fli 
·.·· e6 02183590·3.82961E~02 
WHERE 
EE ~ 2Q118281828459 
-
Xlt - ABS·CISSA VALUE 
.. -·-.·,. '·---·,--··- --- --· ·-· - . ·~:-.. -·- ----·~·-···-,,-· .. ~ . 
. H.·: .. 0099 
. . . .. . .... 
E:iS> ca <!§!I '9!ll> .ia 
o6067733466625.2E*"01 . . ' 
. 
@1D64S\99825478E+OO 
® 1.372 2asi.-ss2e.1&1E+n o· 
@ "165378'4 ·06643 871E+fl 0 I • . . 
· _.$'188806340098'38£+00 






















··- ~ie9359742 · 
(FE) . 
xx 
LEAST SQUARES RESIDUAL 
_ ® 8386275£+01 



















WRIT l f'1G TIME OE~N5 l TY FUNCT I or~ V'J I TH 
EXPOr~ENTIRL SERVICE Tl __ ME OJ.5TRIBUTIOT~. 
LRMOR = 5 c·OO 
. · LEGEJ~D · .. 
_·.·. C) MU ·=·9e00 
.·. ~ MU = . 8 c 00 . 
.+ MU.=·7400 ·· 
-X MU :: 6 c 00 
.. ./1\. MU - 5 ·5n v·.·_- ·a LJ 
• 
..,., 
































i ' . • r;;:,. 
·.;io:r•· 
FUNCTION ~j I TH 
· EXPONENTIAL SERVICE TIME DISTRIBUTION . . . - . . ' . 





· .. ·. Q) MU = 16 c 0.0 
•. · . ··.·~. MU = 14 ~ 0 0 
. · . · + . MU = 13 ~ 00 
X MU= l2a00 
~ MU= llcOO 
'1 · .... 


















. WAIT I NG TI ~1E OEN5 I TY FUr~CT I·ON HI TH 
...... ' EXPONENTIAL SERVICE TIME DISTRIBUTION· . 
. LAMDR = 20~00 
· LEGEND· .. 
0 MU = 24 400 . 
..... th MU = 23 e 00 . ·· 
·+MU·= 22e00· 
X MU =21~00. 


































. . ·.•· i• CD MU = 30 .oo 
:. A MU = 29 Qoo 
· +: MU = 28 aOO 
.x Mu·= 27 Goo 


















·.· ·.· LEGEND. 
·.· .. , . 
. . ···.· +. MU = · 5 ~60 ·. · .. 






.. - -. --, ·- - -
--- -------- ~. --·-··-· 
. . . 







· ... · WRITING. TIME Of~NSITY FUNCTION ~JITH . . . 
. ·.,'C· • . 
ERLANG SERVICE TIME DI5TRIBUTJ.ON~ K = . . . . 
·· · ... · · LAM OR = · 5 4 00 . 
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Several valid conclusions may be drawn from this studyo 
. 
-Generally, the methods employed are a reasonable and valid 
approach to the problem of finding the probability d·istribu-. 
tion of waiting times for the mod-el giveno The expression 
for the waiting time density function (equation 2e6) is gen-
.. eral and needs only the Laplace transform of the service time 
density function in order to extend applicabi11tyQ 
Bellman•s method of numerical inversion of the Laplace' 
transform is convenient once the qkj matrix is determined. 
Program LAPLACE proved to be a valid implementation of Be11-
man0s method and is computation·ally accurate (see T'able 6)0 
Program CURVE provided good approximate continuous func-
tions for the discrete points of the waiting time density 
functionso The search routines of LOPER provided in most 
cases small least squares residualso The curve fit procedure 
did, however, have trouble with non-smooth curveso A modifi-
cation of the procedure could perhaps be made to better ac-
count for the profile of the curvee 
Generally~ the results obtained are 
The methods employed were valid and now 
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